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IMPORTANT MEETING.
The members of the chamber
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HEART FAILURE.
SAID JURY IN
MONTOYA CASE

THE
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The wife of Nicolas Montoya, who
dropped dead from heart failure in
this city yesterday, arrived here from
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serious.
porary restraining order preventing
bunconvicted
one
Mike
a
of
the
Gallo,
Manzanares, a Democrat, brought
That is what we are interested in."
officials of Kansas City, Kansas, from co
it is doubtful if the investigators its construction, pulling together. He
ring, declared detectives had told contest and Luna eventually resigned
Denver, Colo., June 20. Attorneys story
"You could have learned this long
of
the
county or the Ktate railroad expressed himself as being very much
arresting drivers of brewery wagons, him a share of the money he paid for No claim for expense
money was ago," replied Mr. Perkins, "if you had for Harold F. Henwood, convicted of commission will be able to reach
in favor of the proposed road and as- on the petition of the five brewing
protection went to Wall, then head of made at the time. It is usually the only called me then. But you didn't the murder of George E. Copeland, conclusion as to the cause of the any
dis- - sured the committee of his hearty sup- companies operating in Kansas City, the
detective force This accusation case that old claims of this kind are and I had to wait until now when I made application
in the criminal
Mo., was issued today in the federal is also
port.
.said to be made in the con- referred to the committee on claims. am testifying under notice.
I prob- court today for an order directing the aster.
district court.
of the 30 injured are in a
Several
On motion a vote of thanks was exen
fession
now
of
to
bear
the
state
Ravigo,
expense
OfLoglano
preparing critical conditions'
ably will be criminally indicted for
The Kansas City, Kansas, ordinance route from
con
the
to Governor McDonald for his
besides,
tended
to
Louis
for
St.
record
of
of
under
the
the
a
guard,
trial,
copy
INJURED MAN SHOWS
having given you this Information."
against which the injunction is directbut the doctors believe all will address and promises of support, and
be present as a witness at the trial.
SLIGHT IMPROVEMENT.
After a forenoon of verbal ex use in attempting to secure an appeal. ductor,
ed ""as passed several weeks ago in
live.
a vote of thanks also to Mr. Seligman
Fickert said today three other perAscot, Eng., June 20. There was a changes with Attorney Grosvenor, Mr. The cost will be about $l,20O.
ourse of a campaign for a more
coroner's Jury viewed the scene and to the state highway commission,
The
declared
client
conditheir
rein
the
to
sons
attorneys
connected
bunco
law
the
with
Webb
Perkins
?tr-today
improvement
complained
police
bitterly
slight
enforcement of the
friends have of the wrec and the bodies of the dead including Mr. French and Mr. Erviea
:
he Mahon state law of Kansas ring conspiracy had offered him their tion of Harold Hewitt, who was injur- porters of the attitude of the gov- - is destitute, and that
cannot
furnish
decided
with
when
The
interfered
evidence.
they
he
any more today, but have not arrived at any
revelations
ed
of
Ravigo
yesterday
lling the interstate shipment of
verdict.
(Continued on page eight).
money for his defense.
he said, had brought them to terms.
the race for the Ascot gold cup. '
( Continued on page eight).
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HOW

en

PHOITE 40

SAWED WOOD

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

J.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
a,
ail points in New Mexico,
the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

PDflM CANT A PP
riwiU 3All I A iC

Arl-con-

Mexico and to
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

fj

East
Best EfliiMuvviiiSM or
' West
For Rates and Full InformationT Address

EUGENE FOX,

NEW MEXICO

Ib. texas.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

J

14

In the beautiful Pecoi
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, alt
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Looated

It

1

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

i rer particulars

and Illustrated

cata-ga-

address,

COL.

EXPENSIVE
TROYED

.

fffik. vC-.- r

CONCRETE BRIDGES DESMANY

GOOD

1,

ROADS

i

i .

la

ii

iilil

That

i

just ask our.

Customers

or not we

however,7rops7ine
for dry farmers

Tnern

a Square
Sell The BesttmatIj
FoR.

I

TWEFAIRESTPRJCE.

Oiitta-noo-

COMPANY.

PEST

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

The

RAINS

DAVIS HARDWARE

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this
city, Mrs. E. C. Corum writes: "I was
ell weakened and worn out with womanly troubles. My husband brought
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
the first day. It seemed to help.
I had almost lost my reason, but,
thauk3 to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
felt and looked like a new voman. I
I
think the remedy is wonderful.
recommend it to my friends, for I have
received great benefit from it."
Cardui acts specifically on the weakened womanly organs, strengthening
the muscles and nerves, and building
them up to health.
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t nervous system and relieves the effects of
overwork, both mental and physical.
Fifty years' successful use fully
prove the merit of this purely vegetable, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live some
Who have been benefited by Cardui.
The beneficial effects of this time
tested woman's rempdy, soon show
themselves in many different ways.

4

Lupus,

RESOLVED
TORN TO PIECES
RAILROADS Even a Mlrroncupr Won't Find a
BlvmlDh After S. S. S. iiet
THE SQUARE PETAL
Through.
SUFFER $100,000
DAMAGERE
win,- skin troubles should be attacked
uirWhethe-- r
blood
frurn
within
PORT OF AN EYE WITNESS.
by Kiving the
IrulMlinn n crnnrl
Thix Is
ili.ilv h,ith
iVe
aic mplished with 8. S. S., the best
Known find most highly recommended
e
deal--wbl"ud purifier ever discovered.
Its
ui a on is very rapid.
Its vegetable
n
is muh that it nuturully goes
rijv.t Into the blood, saturates the
IN THE MARKET
entire circulation, bathes the tissues
iwiih an influence that enables the
skip to heal iiuickly. The aution of
John K. Powers, of the I'nited States S. f?'. S. is that of an antidote, and
this fact has been demonstrated time
Geological Survey, returned last even am) time again In the most severe
nr
ing from Colfax county aud the north fori.is of weeping eczema.
THE SQUARE DEAL PAYS "YOU KNOW IT."
YOU'LL GET IT
eastern part of the stale and has an
Its Influence in the tissues where
liny arteries transfer the red FROM US WE KNOW IT, AND YOU'LL KNOW IT, TOO, IF YOU BUY
interesting story to tell about the re the
liloi.'d for the worn out blood to the YOUR HARDWARE FROM US. WE DON'T EXPECT TO SUCCEED BY
cent rains and storms In that portion veins Is imite remarkable and goes on
CHARGING HIGH PRICES FOR POOR GOODS, BUT KNOW WE CAN
Try It.
oi .New Mexico.
constantly with every tick of tl. . SUCCEED BY SELLING THE BEST FOR A FAIR AND
HONEST PRICE.
Some time ago State Engineer cluck the beat of the heart.
N. B- .- Write to: LadlM Advisory Dept.,
.nd new skin is thus caused to form ANYBODY CAN SAY THIS WE CAN PROVE IT. IF YOU DOUBT IT,
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
in
in
was
French
ami
Colfax
reportwhile the germs of Irritating- influ- COME IN IF YOU BELIEVE IT, COME IN IF YOU KNOW IT, COME IN.
book, "Home Treatroaal
Inftnirtinrui, and
lor Women," tent.la plain wrapper on reaut&L
ing his observations in that section ences that cause eczema are scattered
said that he would have to take off (" d their harmful nature entirely sushis hal. to Colfax lor the fine roads pended.
WOOD -K.
S. R. has a wonderful
tonic ln-- f
that he had seen there. The recent
WORRIED ABOUT
(live In the Mood because It con-- I
terrific rains in that section have, en'IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
ins no "dope." is not a "physic," is PHONE 14.
PHONE 14.
c. lirely free of any mineral drurrs ot
BOX ELDER
tirely changed things. There is hardly any
other
remark-the
drujrs
;
except
road In that section that
' le
AROUND DEMING ahassplendid
medicinal effect of the pure vege-- i
' le
not been damaged by the storms
products of which it Is made.
7'ew people realize how harmful are
of last week. Mr. Powers says that
nr.
ny of the strons. crude ointments
Peming, X. M., June 20. Much tear the first storm of a week ago last
to be in favor before they
it. expressed among
Doming house- Tuesday was a very heavy one, which tlvit usedthat
S. S. 8. is snfe, speedy
holders concerning the pest which at was foLlowed by a steady down-pou- r
mid Bine. Ask at any drug store for
tacked the boxclder trees lust season that caused the smallest streams to a hot tie of S. S. S. Give it a pood
t"nl and you will soon see a decided
and destroyed the leaves before the run perfect torrents.
improvement in nnv form of skin
n.iddle of the season. The pest is in
Splendid concrete bridges that cost trouble. Write to The Swift Specific
the form of a worm which hatches out as high as $14,00n are entirely ruined, "n.. 137 Swift Rldp.. Atlanta, Ga., for
P'leclal free advice on eczema and any
from eggs laid by a lly which very some of them being completely wash- ether
form of skin or blood trouble.
out.
ed
house
has
excesbeen
most
the
It
resembles
the
much
ordinary
sive
fall
of
not
done
rain
within
a given time
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
lly. While these worms have
The NO BAKED BEANS
any great damage this season, still ever recorded in that section.
ODS, Electricity plays a most importhere are a great many leaves of the damage to the St. Louis, Rocky MounFOR
GIRLS
boxelders that have curled up, show- - tain and Pacific and the El Paso and
tant part. The grandfather would
at over
ine that the liv has deposited its egif, Southwestern is estimated
"0.000.
not
be amazed at the radiance of the modis
a
There
left
inexto
Mich..
20.
ibe
The
bridge
June
Olivet,
and an appeal has been made
New Mexico Agricultural college for between Keloer anil Colfax, the storm pensive dish of pork and beans may
ern home and why all this light? To
some means of staying this pest ar.il a having picked up the railroad track i,e all right for quick luunches in the
one
at
ties aud ,'iiig cities, picnics and medicine show
point, and moved
make the home more homelike to make
sample ot the leaf with egs deposited all, for a distance of overit, 100
feet. troupes, but as nourishing food for
lias been forwarded by the Ueming and
home the most pleasant spot on earth
the
mileB of ruine'd graduates or students at examination
there are
chamber of commerce to the station track. All the thirty
rivers
out
been
have
G.
Olivet
of
President
lime,
for father, mother and children. Good light
Lancaster,
entoinolgist, V. E. Merrill. It is hoped of their banks, the Canadian
river, college, believes it is a "frost."
for
devised
be
means
some
may
that
wnere it is buo reet wide, having been
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
His opinion follows the unearthing
the destruction of the 20 feet
preventing
deep.
of a number of pork and bean cans
In
desired.
leaves of the boxelder this year.
The Santa Ke railroad seems to bave in the girl's dormitory.
The presiwith
the course of correspondence
been the only railroad that has not dent's natural supposition was that
the Agricultural college Prof. Fabian sustained
very material losses. the young women were, (consuming
Garcia expressed the attitude of the That road any
has learned by experience this weighty commodity after studying
college towards various agricultural something about building the kind of late into the night for examinations
communities in the state as follows:
bridges that will stand in such emer- the next day.
"We shoulid like to get In touch gencies. The St. Louis, Rocky Moun"If I were to eat pork and beans at
with your work as much as we pos tain and Paeitic will be unable to get night 1 would expect to have a fit be
sibly can, as we like to help you as into Raton for several days. A land- fore an hour had passed." said the
much as possible. There are always slide on the Santa Fe, caused bv the Olivet president. "And I would not
many local problems in any locality rains, delayed the through trains about xepect to pass an examination of any
which require a great deal of thought nine hours, but. otherwise that road kind for a week. If you eat at night
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
and time before they can be worked has not received any serious damages. and you should eat after studying,
Oftentimes many The manner in which the Santa Fe don't go after anything heavier than
out satisfactorily.
IENT as to touch the button and
of these problems cannot be worked has built to overcome the effects of bread and milk. Banish pickles, pork
stove is ready to cook your
out with any degreo of satisfaction mountain storms in the erection of and beans, cheese and olives from
your
from a distance.
It frequently hap- bridges has been to erect solid mason your late spreads."
iron
ready to use, your toasted
so that the
ry above their
pens that they must be worked out in banks could not bridges
be
out
washed
and
Work
la
the
New
for
Mexican, It
the localities. One of the things that, thus loosen the
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacustructure.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
has occurred to me regarding the agri
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Mr. Powers reports that the survey the new state,
cultural development of the slate is has lost
stream
some
of.
many
gages,
..
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatthat It is time that a good deal of them
An
obliterated.
being
entirely
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
thought and time should be given to odd example of how one of them held
the matter of starting out properly in and recorded a
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
phenomenal rise was
whatever line of agriculture the di- seen on the Chico Rico, where the
day and night' Estimates and full inforstrict may develop. Study the local gage was fastened to one of the bents
mation cheeerfully given.
conditions and see for what particular of a bridge. Three bents were taken
a Veil; Recrops that district is best suited. out, and one left, the remaining one Don't Hide Them With
move Them With the Othine PreThere is a good deal ot, time, money happening to be the one on which
scription.
and energy wasted, I find, in some of there was a gage. The gage recorded
This prescription for the removal
our older agricultural districts, in that n. rise of U feet in that stream. This
u great many individuals
have at- is a creek that is often nothing but a of freckles was written by a prominent physician and is usually so suctempted to do things in an incorrect dry bed.
in removing freckles and givcessful
manner.
This has been especially
was
first
time
the
since
Yesterday
true in the planting of orchards, as the storm that the St. Louis, Rocky ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
some varieties have been selected Mountain and Pacific got to Colfax it is sold by your druggist under an
Or- from Cimarron.
The records show absolute guarantee to refund the
which are absolutely worthless.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
chards which have been planted for that it rained 7.13 Inches in Raton in money if it fails.
live or ten years are now of no value the given period of taking the rec
Don't, hide your freckles under a
veil; get an ounce of othine and rewhatever, because they did not give ords.
AND
Some amusing things occurred dur- move them. Even the first few apthe matter of selection of the varieties
storm.
should
wonderful
An
show
was
the
ice
a
chest
plications
FACTORY WOOD
of the different fruits planted suf- ing
SWASTIKA LUMP
ficient consideration.
This is one. of found in a field of alfalfa, and no one improvement, some of the lighter
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
seems
to
know how it got, there. Two freckles vanishing entirely.
the things that we are trying to emWOOD
CORD
COAL
men
were
STEAM
Be
on
to
the
sure
for
the
the
ask
Cimarron,
camped
druggist
in
every agricultural district
phasize
two miles out. Otie of the men double strength othine; it is this that
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
in the state, because It is of the great- about
come to the glorious southwest is sold on the money-bacguarantee.
est importance in the development of had
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T-- & S. F. Railroad Depot
for his health.
The rain was so
the agriculture of those districts.
it
washed
that
tents
their
heavy
away
R. Swanzy, manager of the Clark slick and clean, and they climbed up
Grocery company, has a unique meth- into a 'tree and stayed there till morn
od determining the increase in popu- ing and then came on into town.
lation of this valley from Texas. He
The topographical lay of the land
NOVELTY WORKS.
says that four years ago he had a call n that section is such that during ex
for "Tinsley's Thick." He began or- cessive rains, there ' are no water
Trade-Mar- k
104
Galisteo Street ,104
dering the same one box at a time. courses sufficiently .large to carry off
His customer was from Texas. Cus- the downfall. Nothing but a tremen
Behind every trade-marthat
Makes Fly Screens that fit.
tomers from Texas are now so num- dous and unheard of flood, could af- to anything
really amounts
erous that he orders twenty-fivboxes feet die valleys found in sections adScreens giving comfort.
Porch
there are brains, energy, ambiat a time. He thinks evidently that jacent to Santa Fe. For instance, it
Ladders
that last.
work
and
tion
hard
work
Step
they chew nothing else In Texas, and is beyond the remotest likelihood that
joined hand in hand to produce
Fly Traps that catch-Repairthat the Texan population of this val- such a rain as occurred in the northRound Trip Fare
some article of worth that wMI
east, could destroy road bridges on a
fold.
ley has Increased twenty-fivyour Furniture right.
FROM SANTA FE
and win universal apfrom Snnta Fe to the north of this
line
deserve
Lieutenant E. D. Almy, recently
Upholsters.
The country spreads out too
proval.
fiom Bremerton, Wash., in service on city.
Dates of Sale, June 22, 23 and
and the water shed is too large.
a manufacturer
has
much,
After
In
does this and and many more
the U. S. S. Pittsburgh, with his wife
fact,
24.
Return Limit, 10 days
Mr. Powers says that In spite of the
spent a great many years in oris spending his vacation at the home
things In exchange for real money.
from date of sale.
rains crops are not damaged
his
and
perheavy
business
ganizing
of his father A. A. Aliny.
or in anyway hurt by the storm. His
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
fecting his product his name and
SANTA FE, N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
observations coming back from Cimar
trade-mar- k
amount to
his
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.
ron are that the entire northern secH. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
something worth while, or else
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas tion is due to have one of the biggest
. NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE,
he has toiled In vain. The name
CASH.
TERMS
crops ever known In the history of its
county, ss.
alone of many a
or trade-marFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he agriculture. He saw thousands of
big concern is worth thousands
is senior partner of the firm of P. J. acres under cultivation in a dry farmand hundreds of thousands of
Cheney & Co., doing business in the ing section, where the ranchers are
dollars. It is often called goodCity of Toledr
bounty and State generally content to coax profitable
will. It might be called reputaout
harvests
of
soil.
all
But
the
dry
anv
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will
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pay
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way
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looking beautiful,
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use country
articles of quality and dependgrass being up over six inches and
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
ability.
everything looking more than promisFRANK J. CHENEY.
Manufacturers, of
Sworn to before me and subscribed ing. The ranchers are generally feel"Elastic" Bookcase
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even
and
the
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outlook,
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some
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the
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cember, A. D. 188C.
mark only. They ar ecoming to
roads will not make much difference,
A. W. GLEASON,
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(Seal.)
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Roomy, convenient, attrac- and mucous surfaces of the Bystem.
Work for the New Mexican. It is
ticles advertised more and more
1
we
tive.
to
snow
want
yoa
Send for testimonials, free.
in daily newspapers, because
its advantages
working for you, for Santa Fe and
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
"
bUlties. CilLwiiUoftiuor
the new state.
the newspaper is the chief adSoli by all Druggists, 75c.
about it.
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medium
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for
creating
vertising
Tas6 Hall's Family Pills for con'
New Mexican Want Ads always
actual demand upon the retailer.
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bring results. Try
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Abo for Salt Rheum. Tetter, Psoriasis,
and All Skin Afflictions.

Iter Health

and Strength Back
Again by The Use of Cardui.
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For Eczema

WON

i

GROCERY GO.

Fine Remedy

GETS

TREMENDOUS

E

85c Per Cwt.

INT

COLFAX

WOMAN

Good Old Potatoes
A- T-
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FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 1913.

JAS. W. WILLSON, Sopt.
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FRECKLES

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
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WHOLESALE
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Wood

CERRILLOS

SIZES.

k

The Manufacturer

J.F.RHOADS

BUNDES

and

TURNFEST

Hjs

k

DENVER, COLO.
June 22nd to 30th.

e

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

s

$18.70

e

ANNUAL CONVENTIONS
NEW

MEXICO

SUNDAY
--

SCHOOL

ASSOCIATION

'

::

AND

NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

UNION

SANTA FE, N. M., J JULY.4th to 6th, respectively
For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from station Farmington, Aztec, N. M, Durango,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all
directly intermediate stations.
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SELLING DATES:
From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 28th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito)
From All

June 29th.
Points South of Antonito, June JOth,

I
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RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
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won by Stephen Baxter; sec
ond in merit, Pedro Gubamon.
Second intermediate, donor, John
Pflueger, won by Robert Rogers; second in merit, Luciano Trujillo.
Third intermediate, donor, H. H.
Cartwright Bros., won by F. Galvez;
second in merit, Cristobal Delgado.
Primary class, donor, Leo Hersch,
won by Fidel Garcia; second in mer-

Icerdes,

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
Do you realize the fact that thousandsof
women are now using

V0l SPANK.
HlM.VJrW DID Vol) LEAVE.
IT FOR ME TO DOfil L- L-

VmSlPIPNT
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulcera-

tion, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cuved say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
d
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has
Paxtine in their private
with women.
For all hygienic Bnd toilet uses it has
no equal. Only 50c. a largx-- box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
recom-mende-
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Jesus Lwero.

Special class, donor, Nathan
mon, won by Fllemoon Torres;

NO WAS

ataukikg to- -

Him
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HEW MEXICAN

Salsec-

so long may we be sure that we have
not attained this perfect state of man;
hut with tlie universal ricssiniinat.ion
of education men must, needs know
more about each oilier, mav look clear
into each other s motives just like FINEST
brother looks on brother, the true, (lie
ideal stale of man!
I

'ittemom

Shoe Polishes
LARGEST

QUALITY

VARIETY

ACTORS IN 75 FOOT
FALL. ONE DYING

ond In merit, Oscar Bazet.
.Mrs. William
Flint, Mich, .lune
Second prize, Spanish essay, donor
2!
Nurris, a. "Russian lire driver,"
I
Cainilo Padilla, won by Javier Bazet. years old, Is in the
j
Hurley Hospital
Adolf
donor
Palomares.
Third, Ignacio
in a dying condition, and her husband
Hill.
is suffering from two broken wrists
awardPalmer students' certificates
- and a fractured ankle as the result of
"GUT EDGE" the only ladinK'nW ilwning that
led to the following: Manuel faiofalling 75 feet to the ground at Lake pnimdy cuntniiiti 011. JJIarliH anil I'ulilu
mares, Manuel Martinez, Ignacio Pa- Side
IxxitH and hIioch, shines hIUioui
a ladder on which mid chililrt'ii
when
park,
use. "FRENCH GLOSS." hi. .
lomares, Antonio Goycoolea, Alfonso
were standing snapped.
they
"OSNDVcoiuhinatliin lor cbranlnq anil polhhinj
H.
Pleasant.
Hill,
Lino
Gomez,
Bours,
Norrls had
touched a match to all kimlanf riiBKiH urUn shoos, Otc. "STAR" !.,
Sabino Olivas, Ramon J. Salido, Ja- the gasoline-covere- just
"OtlH'K WHlTF'lin liquid form wiilM)riL'o)qutok-lasbestos suit
cleans and whitens dirty canvas hIhmm. inc. &. j v.
vier If. Bazet.
in her dive, and startworn
his
wife
"ALBO" cleans and uhltens BUCK, NUBUCK.
by
Testimonials of merit have been ed her down a
SI
Hit, and CANVAS SHOES. In round wbite raki'4
table for the pue.ki'if
ii zinc Ikiih, with aiontie, lhc.
awarded to the following:
A
dive
when
accident
occurred.
the
,
large uiumiimm liuxtm, will) hionue, ttfe.
In penmanship, Francis R. Anchon-doIf vimi'ilt'iilir
(In- kiml ml want, pen.) 'H
Mrs.
of
Humes.
Norris
plunged tin pi li'ii Hi Htiiiuii mil
fur rult ."i'I' iiirkitt!i'.
pHHl.
Norbert Berchtold, Everado Cha- pillar
into the grass and probably would have
WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.,
GiOliver
Holmes,
vez, Louis Frank,
Mass.
Straat,
Albany
Cambrldfjn,
it
suffocated had
not been for prompt
J'ilf Olitrtt and
Mannhictliets of
lbert Luna, J. J. Quintanllla, William
assistance of park employes.
Shut iJuliihes tn (tie IVoild.
Goke, Joseph Lorenzo.
arnce
was
the
first
of
it
the
app
pair
In music, C. O. Duckworth, Gilbert
and a large crowd of onlookers were
Luna, Carlos Casaus, ,1. Casaus, Rewhen they saw
It will not pay you to watte your
nearly
Robert
Pleasant
Hill,
yes Gonzales,
the flaming woman and her husband time
writing out your legal form
Rogers, Juan Lopez.
Mrs.
fall.
Norris suffered a sprained
when
General excellence. Cristobal
you can get them already printback and internal Injuries.
T. Padilla, Oscar Bazet, Manuel
ed at the New Mexican Printing
to
is
The
believed
have
been
ladder
Garcia, Sabino Olivas, Juan Rodri- defective.
guez, Pedro Gabaldon, Carlos Casaus,
Luciano Trujillo,
Padilla,
George
Florentino de la O, Jesus Lucero, William Grassa, J. J. Chavez, J. J.
LOOSES HIS
I
Antonio Lopez. Leopoldo
Gilbert Luna, Frank Davila,
Frank E. Gaines.
Conduct and application. Miguel de That's The Praise A Shrewd
Man Politician Gives to the Illinois Worn-Stat- e
East of the Mississippi.
la O, Ross Garcia, Pedro Tabet, Isien Who Won the First Suffrage
dore Ferran, Clarence Muralter, Jose
E. Lucero, Cristobal Delgado, Miguel
Romero, Manuel Chavez, James Canot
much
change
urday generally lair;
Alfonso E. Martinez, Luis V. MarLIUE
sey,
GOING
COMMENCEMENT
in temperature.
Manuel Pino, Victor Berchtold,
tinez,
Conditions.
WITH NO CLOTHES
Frank
Galvez, M. de la O.
The barometer has continued to
Commercial
MICHAEL'S
AT
branches, A. O. Espi-nozWILDERNESS
IN
rise in the Pacific northwest, and
Leo Lujan.
Hesoh,
Arthur
high pressure has now overspread
Niciinor
and geography,
-History
20.
Washington,
Dakotas.
To
Montana,
prove the
Boston, Mass., June
Romero.
NIGHT.
LAST
NePROGRAM
RENDERED
WELL
and
to the world that the people of the Oregon, northern California,
Arithmetic, Juan B. Rael, Manuel
twentieth century need not necessar- vada, with fair, cooler weather, exJ.
MEDALS AWARDED.- -M.
Abreu.
ovily live the artificial life and be slaves cept that showers have continued
Grammar, Refugio D. Anchondo,
DELIVERS A BRIEF AND POINTED
tc a civilized
convention,
Joseph er parts of Washington, Oregon and
Casaus.
Jacobo
Knowles, a noted Boston painter of western Montana. A small area of
Elocution and oratory, C. O. DuckADDRESS.
1 low barometer remains in
southern
to
outdoor life, plans
plunge July
worth.
into the wilderness of .Northern Maine Arizona, and light scattered showers
Mr. McGuinne6S Address.
MexiNew
without clothing, food matches, fire- have continued in eastern
The 54th annual commencement of
After the presentations. M. J.
but
He promises co, northern Texas and Kansas,
arms or ammunition.
St. Michael's college which occurred
the well known young atconditions favor the ending of show- last evening at the auditorium of
to stay there until October 1.
of
this city was introduced
torney
He says he will live for three ers tonight, with generally fair and
academy was largely attended atid made a brief and pointed adsetweather
more
cooler
from
or
in
Saturday.
miles
50
any
months
and proved one of the big features
dress:
the school exercises of the year.
tlement, and In that time will not acHe said that men have asked, and
outJohn B.
cept any help whatever from the
Right Rev. Archbishop
do ask. What is the use
frequently
ARRIVALS.
HOTEL
side world, makes his own fire by fricPitaval, presided over the meeting of an education?
My time is limited
and the program opened with an ov- in which I may give my answer.
tion, will build a log cabin from ma
De Vargas.
erture by the college orchestra, which
terial he finds in the woods, make
In law we say "res ipsa loquitur,"
- W. 11. Andrews, Albuquerque.
was followed by a well rendered vo- let the tiling speak for itself, Jet the
traps out of what he discovers in the
northern
Theo
part
Espe, City.
cal selection, "When Life is Bright- successful careers of an army of collepractically unexplored
II. J. Pankratz, El Paso.
est."
of the Pine Tree state, and will eat
men speak for themselves.
ge-bred
E. Gardel, Sioux City, la.
fish, same, berries and wild vegetables
It was particularly fitting that one Whatever Theodore Roosevelt may be
C. A. Cadieux, Chicago.
that he is able to gather.
of the graduates who is from Old accused of, whatever unjust and unE. Iloppenrath, Pueblo.
criticism may be heaped upj Mexico should read an essay on "The merited
S. Marlowe and wife, Tuscaloosa,
Right Road to Peace," which was giv-- I on him, there is one charge that they
Ala.
en by Javier H. Bazot. The young cannot bring against him, and that is
T. C. McCormiek, Tuscaloosa, Ala. man showed that he had studied the
the lack of strong, virile, manhood
Fe.
Santa
Frank McCaffrey,
and dwelt on the necessity and those manly qualities which I
subject,
C.
Paso.
El
A. Ileers,
Another cool day yesterday, partly
of quelling internal dissension first have endeavored to make clear to
Enas Strawn, Alamosa.
with showers in the vicinity
cloudy
before a nation could be in a posi- you, and he has said as to college-bre...
;
M,u niAiin.
Montezuma.
u.ul..
OI me Cllj, espeuuwj in
men: "A heavy moral obligation
tion to join in the universal moveEdw. Mitchell and wife, St. Louis. ment for peace.
tains, with the thermometer reaching
rests upon the man of means and the
F. F. Dunrosy, Denver.
77 at 3:55 p. m. and a low mark of 51
was man of education to do their full duty
Another orchestral selection
Mrs. L. A. Bond and three- children, followed by an essay on capital pun by their country.
degrees at o:iu a. in. yesieiuuy uu
On no class does
This gives an average tempera- Madrid.
ishment by Clyde O. Duckworth, who this obligation rest more heavily
ture of 64 degrees, while the average
Mrs. E. Six, Madrid.
is a strong advocate of the death pen- than upon the men with a collegiate
A. M. Roberts, Berwick, 111.
of June 19th for the past 41 years is
alty, and from his standpoint made education, the men who are grad
67 degrees.
Chas. McCarty, Reserve.
a good argument.
uates of our universities. Every be
Cruces.
The lowest temperature recorded
Lytton It. Taylor,
"The Lily and the Rose" by a quar- liever in scholarship and in a liberal
O. L. Owen, City.
last night was 52 degrees and the lowtet consisting of F. Caviggio, E. Mil- education, every believer in the roT. J. Sanford, City.
est according to reports from the othler, W. Knight and M. Otero, was bust qualities of heart, mind and
C. V. Bab, Ix)s Angeles.
er stations was as follows:
much appreciated and was followed body without which cultivation and
H. E. Wetter, Denver.
by a fine selection in the way of a refinement are of no avail, must reAmarillo, 58; Bismarck, 58; Boise,
Mrs. Henry Cramer, Chamita.
cornet solo, "Song of the Roses" by joice to think that, in the present cri44; Cheyenne, 48; Dodge City, 62;,
Jacob Martinez.
Grand
42;
sis, college men have been prominent
Mary Prichard, Chamita.
Durango, 48; Flagstaff,
Francis E. Gaines then followed among the leaders whose far sighted
Aire. W. E. Wheeler, Tucumcari.
Junction, 62; Helena, 50; Kansas
with an essay on "Labor's Rights" in statesmanship and resolute love of
J. W. Miller, City.
City, 74; Lander, 50; Los Angeles, 58;
Fred Crollett and wife, Albuquer- which the young man eloquently cliam. country have made those of us who
Modena, 44; Phoenix, 74: Portland,
pioned the cause of labor, and re- - are really Americans proud of the na54; Pueblo, 60; Rapid City, 62: Rose-burque.
!'farriarl tn u'Viflt Pnnp I.eo XIIT said tion."
Joe F. Zinkler. Kansas City.
50; Roswell, 58; Salt Lake, 58;
in an encyclical that wages should
S. X. Mitchell, Milwaukee.
Briefly speaking, the advantages of
San Francisco, 56; Spokane, 48;
be sufficient to maintain a man's a good college education may be diA. L. Taylor, Albuquerque.
48; Winnemucca, 40.
Forecast.
family in frugal and decent comfort. vided into three parts: First, a good
H. 1J. Terrell, Clovis.
Selections from the choir and or education prepares a man to cope
Burton C. Mossman, Artesia.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Local
chestra were followed by the award- with economic conditions and eke out
thunderstorms this afternoon or toWork for the New Mexican. It is ing of honors and medals by the Arch- a fair existence in spite of adverse
night; Saturday generally fair; coolThe gold medals awarded social conditions; second, it makes .MRS. GRACE WALTER
er.
Korking for you, for Santa Fe and bishop.
TROUT; AN'D (AT BOTTOM) MRS. RUTH HAX- were
follows:
as
better men physically, morally and
,
state.
na Mccormick.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Sat-- the new
For Christian Doctrine, donated by spiritually, and third it makes betHere the speaker Springfield, 111., June 20. "Search simply had to bring results.
Rt. Rev. A. Fourchegu, won by Javier ter citizens.
II. Bazet, second in merit, J. J. Quin- - dwelt upon the various points named. the lobby If you would find the ans-There probably never was such a
WORK.
DRIVES HER HUSBAND
tanilla.
To the graduates he said :
wer. It has been the best and brain-- businesslike campaign conducted by a
For oratory, donated by Rev. J. S.
"There is no royal road to success. lest .lobby ever seen In America, I lobby. Knowing they were eternally
Splinters, won by Francis E. Gaines ; You must attain It by slow, persist- will admit.
right the devoted women attacked the
second in merit, C. O. Duckworth.
ent effort and dogged determination. The man who made this statement rroposition in an earnest manner.
For elocution (seniors), donated by It will never come to you and you was
In the legisvigorously protesting against the Their bill was introduced
J. D. Sena, won by Jacob Martinez; will never get it if you content yourbill in lature last February and soon passed
of
the
suffrage
equal
passage
second in merit, C. O. Duckworth.
self to sit supinely back and wait for the Illinois legislature on the day it the senate. For 50 years a suffrage
For elocution (juniors), donated by its coming. Since then, it will not
introduced and promptly
passed. It was Lee O'Neil Browne, one bill had been
the Misses Manilerfield, won by Geo. come to you, why, you must go after of
men who "put over" Lorinier. passed by one of the houses to fail in
the
and
Padilla.
it! Go after it with all the vigor
Praise from him was indeed Draise the other. When the first house had
manhood with which God has endow- from Caesar. And the four women passed it this year the lobby went to
For elocution (juniors) donated
H. Bazet, won by Stephen Baxed you! Go after it in the. spirit that who had furnished the brains for this work. Lvery member of the
the darkey went after his Thanksgivter; second in merit, Fred Baxter.
re was investigated.
Every single
of lobbies sat in the gallery
For Music (cornet) donated by Pe- ing dinner."
one of them word he had spoken on the suffrage
made
Browne
smiled.
and
had
dro Ortiz, won by Jacob Martinez:
He then gave examples of Demos- smile
again when, in the course of his! Question and every letter he
e
second in merit, C. O. Duckworth.
thenes', Lincoln's, Franklin's efforts. speech, he said that part of his preju-- written in connection with other
This age of commercial and indusindexed.
For music (violin), donated by H.
was
lie
here-to
questions
carefully
bill
was
due
against the
C. Yontz, won by Lino Gomez; sec- trial activity, of specializing and of
the women then visited the legislators
fljtjr
ond in merit, Gilbert Luna.
iiubuibho
high standards, imperatively demand
,
,,
personally, jney laiKeu
W
llllIIU
II
o"Uiiu
BllllinjU
III?
For best English essay, donated by men of just such caliber. The age lima
leverv minute of the time. They met
TnflPnh
Mm
Trin
Kiri.
luaa
advanced
Bronson M. Cutting, won by F. E. demands men whose intellectual view
C1
against
.1.- - J
ai(,UI'-1...- - f 41.,. I..,. O.,olr,l.
do- ,he.
embraces the history of the race, who mien, me uwugutr. in
Gaines; second in merit. Sabino
"
In
the
""JT
Beside her
Hanna.
Mark
,
tho
movements,
social
all
studied
have
"- -"
.
..
Grace Wilbur Trout, j'""
For best Spanish essay, donated by who are familiar with the develop- lerics wereof Mrs
noor oi me nouse t?eiy ua. uunu&
the Emtal Suffrage league the
was
A perfect system
Flladelfo Baca, won by Manuel Palo- - ment of philosophic thought, who are president
session.
of Illinois; Itfrs. Elizabeth K. Booth, followed and th result was victory.
mares; second m merit, J. u. ia;.Cu not blinded and misled by physical chairman
of
that
legisla
organization's
Mrs. Grace Wilbur Trout has been
For penmanship, donated by First miracles and industrial wonders, but
and Mrs. Antoinette
of as the ideal type of suffraNational bank, won by Manuel Mar- in their wide experience and research tive committee,
spoken
mere
as
described
herself
who
Funk,
An accomplished woman, the
gist.
'
tinez; second in merit, A. Goycoolea. have learned to appreciate all truth,
of
the
ranks.'
For typewriting, donated by Rem- all beauty and all goodness; and to ly "a soldier
mother of three boys who have had
This quartet constituted the lobby everv care and attention it is possible
ington Typewriter Co., won by Sabino these varied accomplishments to join
that caused Browne to marvel, and ror a motlu,r t0 give, she has all her
Olivas; second in merit, Lino Gomez. the confidence, earnestness and puri-tof motive that Christian faith in- - the way in which they worked their llife taken a deep interest in public
For first honors boarding departthe legislature is not
only auestjons. A native of Iowa she is a
ment, donated by J. J. Kerwin, won spires We need scholars who are bill through
r
i
i .
scholars.
creuu
a
xnem,
to
uiu iairs, jiaunuicii graduate of an Iowa college and was
are
who
and
in
saints
second
saints
merit,
Manuel
Martinez,
by
The age demands believers in the thinks, to the brains and passion for tratIlpcj especially for public speaking,
Louis Frank.
McCormick's
Mrs nuth Hanna
Gold Medals for Excellence.
greatness of God and who have organization of her father. For it was
learned that God reveals himself in an adaption of the Hanna methods !c,ain)g 1o fame ao not rest solely
Senior class, donor, Wood-Davi- s
Hdw. Co., won by Javier H. Bazet; science, in nature and the physical to the Illinois situation that was aon tne fact that she is a daughter of
world as in the soul of man; who great factor In the final outcome.
Senator Mark Hanna or the wife of
second la merit, Francis E. Gaines.
The famous card index system Han- - Joseph Medill McCormiek. She is the
Junior class, donor, J. B. Lamy, have learned that these blessings come
in only to those who are prepared. And ina introduced to national politics was jchairnian of the woman's welfare sec
won by Jacob Martinez; second
when we have thus attained this ideal j,lSPd by Mrs. Trout and Mrs. McCorm- - tion of the National Civic Federation
Sabino Olivas.
merit,
The pretty (Bee picture above) wife of Representative Fred Britton, of
First commercial, donor, Dr. Harri- citizenship, we must of necessity c.jj aI1(j their associates. Long an an and her work in that organization has
Chicago, is one of the few matrons ot the congressional circle at Washingson, won by A. R. Bours; second in have reached the goal of man's ideal; dent suffragist, Mrs. Trout combined stamped her one of the progressive
ton who drive their husbands to work each day and every workday morntrue, loyal, universal fellowship. So j,er great knowledge of the cause with and intelligent women of the age with
merit, J. J. Quintanllla.
s a tremendous
capacity for getting the
auto, whizzes
Second commercial, donor, Frank long as there are wars and, blood- Mre. McCormick's ability as a
ing. Mrs. Britton, presiding at the wheel of a
so long as brother meets paign executive and with Mrs. Funk facts out of a complicated statement
the congressman to his dally Job, and, having seen to it that hubby gets to Andrews, won by Manuel S. Gomez;
brother in the martial fields Vf bat- - and Mrs. Booth these two women plan-ti- e and making something practical ot
work, Mrs. Britton gives the capital oops pointers on how fast one can go second in merit, Antonio Lopez.
and the earth runs wild witl gore, ' ned a systematic campaign that just the dreams of impractical reformers.
and keep within the speed limit.
First intermediate, donor, Julius
Vol) GOT HOMEf
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THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
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RATE FROM
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Dates of Sale, July 3, 4 and 5
Return Limit 30 days from
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original starting point must be

Low rates from all
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H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
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POSTMASTERS
MAY LOSE I0BS
order
According to au executive
issued by President Wilson, practicalPostmasters will
ly all Fourth-clas- s
be compelled to take a Civil Service
examination to determine whether
they may continue to hold their offices. These examinations will be open to all other applicants who may

want the postmastership.
Fourth-Clas- s
of
Appointments
Postmasters will hereafter be for life.
The man who gets the job this time
will have it as long as he lives.
Fourth-Clas- s
A
Postmastership
pays as high as $1000 a . year, with
Money Order and Registry Fees extra, but it is worth several ttmes that
amount to any merchant The entire
population served by the Post Office
and its Rural Routes comes into his
store to transact business. Thousands of dollars of additional trade
can thus be secured.
If you have the Post Office, you,
can't afford to lose it. If you don't
have the Post Office, NOW is your
chance to get it. The office will go
to the man passing the best examination, and he can hold It for the rest
of his life.
For over 10 years the International
Correspondence Schools have been
preparing men and women to successfully pass Civil Service Examinations. The I. C. S. Course for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmasters will give you just
the information you need to successfully pass this examination.
Fill In and mall the attached coupon it won't obligate you in the
least and the I. C. S. will explain how
they can qualify you to successfully
pass this examination for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmaster and secure your Post
Office for life. Mark the Coupon
i
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visory English coaches, in the persona trains were wild with joy.
ot .1. R. Kirby and Harcourt Gold, both
The powerful Harvard crew had
Oxford university oars- completely killed off Yale at the three
men.
mile Hag and there were four lengths
it will be seen therefore, that the of open water between the two shells.
two university crews came to New Yale tried to rally but failed.
The
London this year afler training sea- - killing pace was too much and her
jsons of radically different character. crew fell further and further behind.
Mini Wray, the Crimson coach, who
Near the finish Yale's crew was
jhas turned out five winning crews, re seen to be weakening and Harvard ran
mains in charge of the Harvard boat, away from them, (lashing over the
but the varsity eight has still to win line an easy eight .lengths ahead.
its first race this year, having been
The Yale men dropped their blades
defeated by both Princeton and Cor- and some of them
wept while the
over
nell
short courses last month. cheers for the victors rang in their
Yale has not been tested in an inter- ears. J he Harvard men finished in
collegiate contest this season. Since innn r.nluiihn nnrt u iih nietv nr
.
the season's training began there havejBCrve power,
horn many shifts in both crews. Al- though the changes in the Crimson's
bout were the more numerous
and CONNIE MACK IS
rad'eal, Harvard will have more vete-IraAFTER NEW
oarsmen than Yale in today's con-.t-

BASEBALL

well-know-

TWO VITAL SECONDS IN 19 13 S MOST SIZZLING SERIES
MADE

PHOTOGRAPHS

ESPECIALLY

FOR THIS NEWSPAPER

DURING

THE CLASH OF ATLETICS AND NAPS.

Standing of the Clubs.
National

League.
Won.

Club.

Philadelphia.
Sew Yor
Brooklyn
Chicago
Boston

.

32
28
31
24
25

Pittsburgh
St. Louis

...23

Cincinnati

Pet.
17
19
23
26
28
30
34
38

33

.'.

19

MO
.627
.541)

.541
.462
.455
.404
.333

American League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
i hiladelphia . .
13
.761
..42
21 ' " .638
Cleveland . . . . .
..37
2G
.544
..31
Washington , . .
26
.527
lioston
..29
t.
28
.523
..31
June 20. Realizing Chicago .
Philadelphia,
.393
37
..24
the gravity of his position and the Detroit. . .
.349
41
RECEPTION FOR
..22
chances that are against the Athletics St. Louis .
.27
39
..15
holding their present lead in tho pen- - New York
ALBUQUERQUE at 1
nant race when the midsummer point
.dtMa
aa7 A I
t.
Western .eague.
LHrilllLU j:s reached unless the two stars, Bend
Club.
Won. Iost. Pet.
jer and Plank, are reinforced, Connie
,B
.696
17
..39
" ' nine ami j Denver
V.r
"uw. !'UL,,I'S
ting for the big Albuquerque-- ' ;vlaV
entire morning pratice to the work St. Joseph .
.603
23
..35
aania Fe road race on July 4th. 92 of
.552
developing one or more young pitch- Des Moines
26
..32
automobiles ,ieft Albuquerque at 3 p.
ers.
26
.":2
Omaha , .
..32
m., this afternoon enrou te to Santa Fe
26
..31
Ira Thomas will hardly catch an- Lincoln . .
.Hi
where the autoists and their passen- .380
35
..22
gi :'S will meet with the Santa r e auto other game this year at least, he will
f
3C
.379
owners and members of the chamber; not be a regular. He has been
,.22
Topeka
.300
commerce at the Old Palace at. 8 tailed to handle the young pitchers Wichita
..IS 42
the preparatory stunts, particular- o'clock tonight.
Connie,
has
crowd lb' Bush and Wyckoff.
To show the Albuquerque
that Santa Fe is willing to do her now at least five young pitchers whom
a :are some liar a dozen cars
arei"f ueueves cauaiwe oi ueineiiiig n
National League.
planning to leave the plaza about 5 they can be got into proper working
Chicago at St. Louis.
o'rlock, and run down the Albuquer-ei:- e order. They are Hoff, Pennock, Bush,
New York at Pittsburgh.
road until they meet the Albuquer-ou- Wykoff and Cottrell.
caravan, and escort them into the
Harry Davis and Danny Murphy are
American League.
At noon today some of those the aids of Thomas in his develop- ry.
Chicago at Cleveland.
who had signified their intention ofjment work. In addition to the four
New York at Washington (2).
p.'ing to meet the Albuquerque crowd mentioned Connie has a number of
Boston at Philadelphia.
v re Frank Owen, F. V. Hoge, Nathan school and college pitchers working
Salmon, Mike Stanton, G. M. Kinsell, every morning, but he will not divulge
American Association..
a i;d it is probable that there will bethe names of these men, and nobody
St. Paul at Louisville.
Iscveral others.
jhas been found who will tell who
Milwaukee at Indianapolis.
Concerning the Albuquerque end of jthey are. If they prove good enough
Kansas City at Columbus.
will
Herald
and
turn
be
of
the
last
gave
night
professional
(the trip,
they
Minneapolis at Toledo.
ll.'ie following.
taken with the entire team for a fur- Rube" Oldring Thrown Out at First
It is announced that there will be 'ther tryout.
Pitcher Falkenberg. From Left to i.o speeding on the trip of the motor
The entire morning practice in the
Albupresent home stand with the westO'Laughlin, Old- - caravan to Santa Fe, leaving
Umpire
querque at 3 o'clock Friday after- ern clubs is being devoted to batting
National League.
First Baseman Johnston.
noon. An average of eighteen to against the young pitchers. They are
At Pittsburgh
main'
miles
be
will
hour
3 8 4
per
twenty
being given as much work as though New York
tained on the journey. Mayor D. K. they were taking their regular turns Pittsburgh
7 14 2
B. Sellers will ride in the
pilot car in the box at this stage. This means
Crandall and
Tesreau.
Fromme,
land lead the way up la. Bajada hill, that the brunt of the actual work is
Meyers, Wilson; OToole and
A repair car and two expert mechantelling on Plank and Bender, but it
ics will accompany the caravan. Any is expected that one or more young
raifc
or an pitchers will be ripe by the time the
rar that meets with a blow-ou- t
American League.
The west depended upon Cleveland last two games, the Athletics rested .lccjdont of any kind will be repaired team
The Athletics were In first place, at
Buddy Ryan Sliding Back to First
At Washington (fisrt game)
departs on the next trip.
at
east
the
Cleveland
Atlantic
but
hustled
and
leaders
down
the
sensational
home.
The
City,
and
the
pulling
Naps, playing
;at 0nce by the experts,
9 17 0
Connie feels sure that the team will New York
Ease, First Baseman "Stuffy" Mclnni
r
the assumption.
that one car is out of commis- - win the American League pennant, Washington
jtack home and staged a
Lall, were crowding them, and on the
3 12 3
s Reaching For Him With the Ball.
two
feat
before
19,000 ;si0n all cars in the caravan will be
with Washington
The Athletics took the first
road. A decisive success by Cleveand Sweeney;
Fisher
does not want to be caught
he
Warhop,
jbut
funs. With two sultry night rides in halted and will not proceed until all n
( Djtcnel.s f0I. a world series, Groom Hughes and Henry, Williams.
The most important big league base- land would prove that the Birming' games, Bender winning the aopener
nn
hams must be reckoned with as pen- anu riaiiK cuiuuiK uactv
uiacuiiies are reuuy iu pruutreu.
iciunr
lijc i uiiutriD-ubiuiij
Hence
the school for pitchers every
was
that between nant
ball series this year
cars signed up to morning.
took the ed to Philadelphia for the fourth! With twenty-twCleveland
At Philadelphia-Bos- ton
contenders; by the Athletics, uing victorythe Athletics and Cleveland, at Phila- that Connie Mack was entitled to the third, Gregg blanking his opponents, (game. Such is the sporting way ot make the trip to Santa Fe, the cara
3
( 10
.
The
one.
baseball magnate.
van will be an imposing
With a Sunday game between the the money-ma1
4
1
delphia, June 32, 13, 14 and 16.
place his team has earned so handily.
Philadelphia
plan is to partake of a trout supper CANADA WINS
Taff
Wood and Nunamaker; Bush
at. the Montezuma hotel soon after
and Schang.
DOUBLES
HARUARD CREWS
arrival in Santa Fe and then to atEAT
LIVE
AND
WILL
HE
HOW
TELLS
WORLD'S
CHAMPION,
RITCHIE,
Fe
of
a
Santa
the
AFRICA
FROM
tend
big meeting
WIN FRESHMEN
At Cleveland
Chamber of Commerce, which wi.ll be
10
Chicago
AND
RACES
of
OAR
for
the purpose
held
increasing
WHILE TRAINING FOR THE NEXT BIG FIGHT.
6
London, June 20. Canada today
'Cleveland
wliich
race
in
interest
the endurance
South Africa in the doubles
Mitchell
and
Cicotte
Kahler,
Schalk;
and the
Ilegatta Course, New London, Conn., is to be run between here
match in the elimination round for and O'Neil.
June 20. Harvard crews won both capital and return on July 4th.
the selection of a challenger for the
LoCelso
reNathan Salmon, Mayor
preliminary races in the annual
F. Davis lawn tennis trophy by
American Association.
Lwight
gatta with Yale hers this morning. pez, Marshal George Armijo, and three sets to one. The score was
At Indianapolis
The disagreeable weather conditions Henry Dunbaugh, assistant warden at
and
2 6 1
Milwaukee .
appeared to have no effect on the the penitentiary, left at 4 o'clock and i Canada was represented by R. B. Indianapolis
9 1
Crimson oarsmen, for in both varsity will go to La Bajada hill to meet the
Brit- Watson, Nicholson,
Cutting and
The other Powell and B, P. Schwengers of
motorists.
four oared and freshman eight race3 Albuquerque
Their South African Hughes; Works and Casey.
- ish Columbia.
they led their Eli rivals from start cars will probably not leave until laR. Cauntlett and R.
were
V.
opponents
to finish.
ter and will not go all the way to the
Subscribe for tbe Santa F; New
r. ljezuer. ine maicu was piayeu
It rained steadily dining the entire hill.
a. Queens Club.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
forenoon, but the Thames was almost
the time and works for the upbuild'The four oared
without a ripple.
It will not pay you to waste your ing of our new Stat.
race was little more tunn a proces- CRIMSON EIGHT
time writing out your legal forms
sion. Harvard took the iead at 9 '30
DEFEATS YALE BY
Work for the New Mexican. It la
when you can get thera already printwhen the referee pistol spiii the crews
EIGHT LENGTHS ed at the New Mexican Printing working for you, for Santa Fe and
At
away, and steadily incrjr.sed it.
the new state.
the finish of the two miles, five
Company.
lengths separated the victor and the
Regatta Course, New London, Conn.,
The ofiicial sailing time June 20. Harvard made a clean
vanquished.
of the two fours indicates the differ sweep of the Thames today, her varence in speed, for Harvard crossed sity eight oared crew defeating YaJe
the line in 11 minutes, 52 seconds, over a four mile course by eight
while Yale' was over in 12 minutes, lengths. Earlier in the day the Har11 seconds.
vard varsity four won from Yale and
event
The struggle for honors between the later the Freshman eight-oarefirst year crews however, was a real was also captured by the crew from
race. Although
the Crimson won, Cambridge.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
covered
the
Harvard's varsity
the showing of the Yale youngsters
was excellent.
Both eights caught course in 21 minutes and 42 seconds,
SAME THINQ FREQUENTLY Iff THE COURSE OF
r
p-Wp-the water at the bridge at 10:32 and while Yale went over the racing lane
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHEMBER A RUBBER STAJU
Harin 22 minutes and 20 seconds.
raced up river toward the
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF
BUSY
start
from
race
in
the big
mark at 38 strokes to the minuta vard led
PEOPLE ARE USING! RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
In the opening dash, Harvard show- - to finish and was never pressed,
ed a little more finish and drive in its! Fifty thousand people saw the two
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
stroke and gradually nosed into the crews go over the course.
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
The contest started at 3:46 and
lead until at the first half mile mark
a
for
even
an
half
stroke
crews
held
a
led
both
crew
by
the Cambridge
f
mile. Harvard put her shell a
length, rowing 3S strokes to the
fu.11 length to the fore within the first
ute against Yale's 32.
e
A quarter of a mile from the finish two minutes of the contest. Yale
One-li- ne
tic
Stamp, not over 2 -2 Inches twtg.
race proved too much for the Eli's creased her stroke, but fell constant-anEach additional line on stamp
,
19c
Her stroke was uneven
a scant length separated the two ly behind.
One-lin- e
shells at the finish. Harvard finished! and there was constant splashing of
and not ever 3
inches leaf. . 20c
Stamp, ever 2
the two miles in 10:41 as against her blades, in sharp contrast to the
on
Each
line
additional
ISc
stamp
machine-likclean-cut- ,
rowing of the
Yale's time of 10:43.
One-lin- e
mmi not over 5 laches loot
29c
stamp, over 3
Cambridge crew.
The river was smooth with just a
Each additional line om same stamp
Since the first race rowed on Lake
ate
3, 1S52, the touch of westerly breeze across the
on
One-lin- e
August
Wiunipisogee
5 Inches long per inch
over
14k
WILLIE RITCHIE. LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPION, SNAPPED JUST AFTER HE FINISHED WRITING THE
Stamp,
oarsmen of Yale and Harvard have water when the Yale Harvard eightACCOMPANYING ARTICLE FOR THE NEwmEXICAN.
Each additional line, saaa price. (Curved lines
oared crew put their shells overboard
matched speed and strength forty-sia Stamp count as two Knes).
In Special Article Lightweight Klngitake my road runs regularly every me to catch a mess of trout any time times, and the total numDer ot wins The shore was lined with cheering
twenty-thre- e
thousands.
- or snoot game or niras on uie rancn. for each
is
evenIn
and
ot
the
afternoons
university
all
Borders
25c extra
morning.
He
Must
shapes, under 3 inches long
Outlines the Many Things
at the theater I will get all thej My greatest benefits are derived showing how evenly matched the The referee ordered the crews to be
sizes
at
Where
Do While Getting in Shape for July ings
prices.
proportionate
Larger
o'clock.
type used is
gymnasium work necessary in doing from being in the open air at all two universities have proved during on their marks at 3:30
over one-ha- lf
inch in Mze, we chart
At 3:25 Harvard and Yale were at
4th Fight It Is No Fun, Though, my turn on the stage, which consists j times. Think of it sleeping, eating this period of sixty-on- e
r one Mae far aacta
years. Victor
one-ha- lf
Inch ar fraction.
of boxing and other gymnasium work. and being in the open air 24 hours ies. however, have not been so evenly the line waiting for the start., At 3:35
Training for a Fight.
aBDortioned in the matter of years the referee postponed the rnee for 15
hours, doing your of the day.
Keeping
regular
Willie Ritchie, world's lightweight routine work
DATES, ETC.
for both Harvard and Yale have won minutes until he could clear the
regularly is one of the jf necessity demands weight
rules of my manager.
champion, will defend his title July 4.
inc. the greatest weight reducting ex- - and lost races in groups of three or! course.
towa
Local
and date, for -2 met)
Dater
99c
any
The varsity race started at :4C p.
Food is also an important element Urcise and appliances in the world arejmore as a rule
His opponent will be Joe Rivers.
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m.
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in
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day
a
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year
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in
victory
a
No
A
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barn
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farm.
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capcamp.
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training
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initial
land
Harvard
35c
seasoned
appeared
met
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by
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lengths
of
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highly
year,
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fight since Ritchie took the title from Cakes, pastry or fried meats and fresh
for during the first first mile.
t-and a couple of good forks com- - the experience,
Line
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25c
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S
moath,
Regular
inch....
day
year,
Ad Wolgast and for that reason the kread or Discuits are barred during
races Harvard won fifAt two miles, the half way pojnt,
prise the paraphernalia necessary in twenty-thre- e
Model Baad Dater
Defiance
a'
turned
Elis
and
The
Two
was
in the lead.
Harvard
Once you teen to Yale's eight.
light will be of international interest. training periods. So from now on this rural gymnasium.
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Harvard
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to
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ue
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persPearl
that
you,
being
IJO
hay
"'"
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fnr iha nowannner. ha tells
My sleeping is done out ot doors. piration will ooze from every pore of so far as the varsity eight oared crew ahead by three lengths.
SELF-INKIN- G
STAMP
PADS.
just what he will do between now and My companions are the saddle horse your body. I have tried it, and no was concerned, saw the
eight-oarewon
the varsity
Harvard
the flght in getting in shape for the and hunting dog. This is the one Turkish bath produces quicker or bet- oars finishing first in every year ex- race. Yale was eight lengths behind
1
15 eta; 2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2 t- -4 x 3 U2, 25 cts ;
the
1906.
Then
and
1S99
in
cat
to
1891,
rest, and for two weeks it will ter results. June is the month that cept
the winner.
place
first scrap in which he has been
23-4x- 4
4,
35
2,
75 ess;
cts; 3 -5 xd, Ot eta; 4
led upon to defend his title ot "King be rest, while I will have plenty of the stock barns must be filled . If you pendulum swung to the Crimson again
The official time of the race was,
55
eta.
All caters. 5taiaa Sd laic, 25 eta per hattfe.
Harvard
4
exercise, it will be different from the want the sweat, you know the place and for the past five years
21
42
of the Lightweights." Editor.
Yale,
minutes,
Harvard,
seconds;
has led the way across the finish line. 22 minutes, 20 seconds.
kind I have had to go through for the to get it.
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Everything
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After the first mile, where Harvard
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of
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me
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var
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land
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that
ferent
learned
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portant matter. I have
de- led by two lengths, the two crews
condition is half a battle. Therefore iety. Practically everything that is where my heavy' and actual training a new system was needed. It was
settled down and. Yale kept slipping
for
to
to
back
batcomes
termined
England
off this 1,200 acre ranch. took place for the championship
go
one cannot give this subject any too eaten
and further behind.
further
over
all
and
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and
begin
much consideration. For a championDuring my stay all of the meat and tle with A'olgast Just a brief time stroke
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. . .i
.
Two
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found Harvard . with
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me
eve
on
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uie
ship contest, at least six weeks is fish that I eat will be of the game there will enable me to be in the best again, consequently
nearly a three length lead and the
variety, as it is no particular effort for possible shape for my next battle on regatta Yale is found with an English Harvard
needed to perfect one's wind.
shouters on the observation
shell, an English stroke ana two a
July 4th will be the date of my next contest. Beginning in Seattle, I will juiy 4.
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lahoma City the past few days.
W. 1). Shea, traveling freight and
passenger agent of the Kl l'aso A:
Southwestern, left on the Central today for his headquarters at Kl l'aso.
Frank Bond, of Espanola, a member
o,' the Albert Pike class which was
turned out by the recent Masonic reunion, returned to his home this morn- -

I

Ready Trimmed jf

(Owing to the great Interest man!
tested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request Its readers to
send In by mall (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Com- - '"
,
,
,
,
,
ru J"aue" uu"
munlcatlons sent by mail should bear
sewrai aays in me uuy, nuiiniea 10
Your Patronage Solicited
the signature of the writer).
125 Palace Ave
St X
S:"ie Santa Barbara Poln . Tlo com- X;Pll"J''P carap Jiear Hodges, this morn-TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
N. B. LAIGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
the Postal Tele-iK- Telephone
Mrs. X A. Oasner utid children speeches ever made or published
if you do not get
S
company
graph
J. B. LAMY,
rave returned from a visit or several the cause of temperance.
your paper and one will be de- vreks in Kansas and other eastern Rupert K. Asplund, of the state delivered to you at onc.
points.
partment of education being Intro
Superintendent Alvan X. While is duced made a thoughtful talk. He
1 1 I I i
4
from San said that there was nothing more iniI.ytton R. Taylor is in (lie city today expected homo Monday
from J.as Crueos, N. .M.
county where he lias lieen at- - portant to a school day than some
FOR SALE-CI- TY
It made the red of the
Cliarles McCarty, of Reserve, N. M.. 'lending the institute held at KarininR-- : signing.
5 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza, Price
$3,800
ton. lie will go to Jas Vegas some work go easier. While music Is con13 in the city for a few days.
5 Room Modern frame
.1. T. Bond and family, of Corona. X. time next week to visit the San Miguel sidered one of the tine arts it can af
Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza, Price 2,500
the same lime, be made one of the
6 Room Modern Adobe
are spending a few days in the cap- county institute.
Cottage. 2 blocks from Capitol, Price 3,000
Cilices at- - most practical.
Therefore while urg- Kytton R. Taylor, a
ital.
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza, Price
4,800
and Friday in ing the practical arts such as domes-thspent
torney,
Thursday
1). Terrell, a
Clovis
II,
prominent
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for
$45, Price 5,000
before .Indue tic. science, agriculture and manual
city on business
attorney, is spending a lew days in
Pope of the federal conn. The case training let us not forget the fine
Santa Fe.
FOR SALE-RAN- CH
C. A. Beers, a prominent .Kl Paso
2 Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
iMtsineRB man is spending a few days Dona Ana county.
Speaking to teachers he said that
10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
.Miss Pritchard and Mis. II. II. Kra- the most important thing to her should
in the city.
3 Large Grants in the State
A
Mrs. L. A. Bond and children and mer of Chamita, X. M., are here visit- be her professional advancement.
PFMT.' 21 Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
Mrs. K. Six, of Madrid, are guests af ing a few days at the I. S. Indian teacher's vocation is as much prot'esschool. Mrs. Kramer came to meet sional as a lawyer's, a doctor's or a
(
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
T the Montezuma.
left her mother, Mrs. Dora Adi lsperger of minister's. To make it professional
Mrs, Matilda Coxe Stevenson
Dame, Indiana, who will visi' lias been one of the greatest probthis morning for her ranch in the Ilio Xolre
In Xew .Mexico during tin; summer,
lems in education in New Mexico, havGrande valley bolow Kspanoia.
Miss Edna Abrahamsou and Miss ing to take teachers as they are
of
Tomas
a
promGonzates,
Abiqiiiu,
will
the found with a limited amount of edu(C. A.
go east
inent sheep man of that section, is Margaret Parker
coming week. Miss Abrahainson is cation, and get them interested in the
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
LOANS
in
few
a
this
days
city,
spending
Fe for good, and
The county inprofessional spirit.
Alex Gusdorf, of Taos, who had leaving Santa
Phone, 189 J.
to go to her home in Wisconsin jstitute has developed the profession-- ;
been in the city attending the big road
Both young ladies al pride more than any thing elsi
:
:
119 San Franciaco St.,
;until next fall.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
meeting, left for home this morning. will be missed by their many friends Because of this the standards of the
Ben Martinez, deputy county treas-- : in Santa
teacher have changed. Only seven
Fe, who are legion.
urer and collector of Hio Arriba coun-- j Mrs. I. (1. Rawson left
this after- - years ago in granting teachers third
ty, arrived in the city last evening. (noon tor Watkins, Xew York, her old grade certificates an average of only
Sam Eldodt, of Chamita, who has Ihome. where she will
spend ihe suui-- 25 was required, with no grade less
been in the city attending the Masonic liter. Watkins, at the entrance of the than 15, while now an average of 60
reunion, returned home this morning. beautiful and famed Watkins Glenn, with no grade less than 50 is demand'
Miss Lena Krick left last night forms ou peen one of the points most !f d and much less allowance is
to spend a couple of months ialluring to tourists in the east. This sary in the grading than ever before,
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
with friends at San Diego and other jwas formerly
Mr. Kawson's
home, The difference too, in marked in the
Places,
also.
(luestions asked, being much more dif- Hon. U. I t. Andrews, ot Aimnpier- Sheriff Klins (larcia. of Rio Arriba fi f ul t now than formerly.
A professional
que, Jrho arrived here yesterday noon, county, arrived here last night with
man is given a dif- returned to his home in Albuquerque Chwde M. Cooley recently convicted ferent standing in a community and
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
last ight.
t)f fi
by her
degree murder in the district a teacher will be measured
of Satisfaction Quaranteed.
A teachB. F. Butler, brother of Mrs. W. H. court of Rio
Arriba county, and standing in her profession.
I.loyd. who has been visiting here, placed in the penitentiary for safe er's position is peculiar in the profesthis morning for a few days in keeping for a few days until he is sional line. She is expected to be
left
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W the Kspanoia valley.
formally sentenced fiy Judge Abbott able to answer any question, and to
cii any lime,
irtiu
Xm
V
V
auj uujt-i:Reieh nee V.AHh V Il'ext WCek.
wl" ask questions, diagnose
,..! Mrs. It. W. Harrv and three ilai.L'lit-- !
vr.,,1,1,1
in,.t,v
all several times
noon after a pleasant visit, with herd's came in last night from the east.
j
livu- "
In S.nnta
wi
nrnnnhlv
rprnjun
""""j
avenue.
310
at
parents
College
ble. A lawyer first gets your retain-- !
Fe
before
on
several
weeks
starting
.T.
H. Toulouse has returned from
ing fee, then considers
your case,
their summer
which was
takes it under advisement and so
attending the conclave of the Brother fpome time ago.trip Mrs. Harry planned
it
says
The teacher, however, is al- iliuu houn v.inr.t in T.'.i,Li..u
11. forth.
no such time.
flanninn. inpnnrtmnnt "ui" iiiwoi vji iu- nine our lltia I
Snhnnlnf
. w.
10
the professional spirit
Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hall land entnv the e,.ni i,reee nr s.,tn lll,,'p ili nothing more heiptm than
Round Trip Excursion Fare,
!the reading circle, and the teacher
unuaren s umss Kceins riauy, jmie su. ;i ,e. .m p.
Filadell'o llaca lias returned from who does not. develop the profession"
Adult Practice i:iaK.s
al spirit should not be retained. This
Assembly itenirisPridny. .lime ;o,9 to it. 30P.M. J.as Vegas, where he was
attending
Santa Fe to Salt Lake City, Utah,
Private Lessons. Fancy Dandne TauKlit. the graduation exercises
of lxretto advancement, by requiring the read-- !
of books prescribed is not held
academy, and where;: his daughter, Ing
Kloisa, has beett taking a post over them as a club, but is for their
graduate course. Mr.Uaea also visited good.
Mr. Asplimd told of the plans for
ithe institute of San Miguel county,
being held there, and addressed the the state teachers' association which
teachers. Mr. Baca will, leave next is to meet at Albuquerque and urged
Ke county teachers to attend.
NATIONAL EDUGAT fONAL
Sunday for a visit to the institutes of Santa
Another
point that Mr. Asplund
Valencia
counand
Socorro
Sandoval,
ties, being held at Bernalillo, Belin, made, showing the progress in the
development of the professional spir- and Socorro.
Airs. A. P. Hogle
entertained at it was that four years ago at the
state teachers' association meeting
The Best That Can be Bought ! bridge yesterday afternoon informally there
were only a little over 100 pres- in honor of her daughter, Mrs. John
DATES OF SALE JULY 4, 5, 6, 1913.
AT ANY PRICE
D. Barnes,
of Las Vegas, who has ent. while last year there were over
Mr. Asplund said
1,000 in attendance.
Take no chances on either been isiting here for several weeks that
the improvements of the last four
were filled with
Three
tables
past.
will
a
when small amount
give players and the afternoon
most years would be nothing compared to
you the protection that you pleasantly. The Hogle passed
was the improvements of the four years
home
Stop-Ove- rs
Allowed In
need, and when you do use in- decorated with beautiful roses, and coming.
surance get the best, as it is delicious refreshments completed the!
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CAPITAL $50,000 00

Does a General Banking

Business

-

HATS

SELIGMAN

LADIES'

At Less Than Cost

DRY

GOODS

WHITE

CO.

SKIRTS

We are making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all
White Underskirts for Ladies.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

-

ADOLF

$1.50
$2.00
$4.00
$5.00

I

Skirls in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered
Skirls Trimmed In Lace and Insertion

.

.

Skirls, Wide Embroidery Flouncing
Skirts Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery

$1.13
$1.39
$2.69
$3.23

.

.
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PROPERTY
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::::

AND REST CONTENT.

Is This a Bargain ?
water

Six-roo-

PROPERTY

FOP

WITH HAYWARD

adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city
and electric liyhts; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.

e

j

INSURE

Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.

-

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

O. C. WATSON & CO.

::::

IF

I

N. M.

T'S REAL ESTATE. HAYWARD HAS IT.

BISHOP)
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j
j

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?

j

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
chafing: dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-gra-

1

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

neces-Californi- a

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

j

STREET.

j

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

j

THE
STAR- BARN
W.

'

..,...

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines.
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

j

...

-

A. WILLIAMS,

.

ri(--

enver & Rio Grande R.R.

SAN FRANCISCO

de

POMES.

SADDLE

-

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

310

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

San Francisco St.

i

$34.50

ACCOUNT ANNUAL CONVENTION

9

Hay, WeGrain

i

INSURANCE

Can Save You Money.
Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and 5ell for Cash.

ASSOCIATION

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

July 712, 1913.

j

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

'

COMPANY

LEMP

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

-

jL
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IFYOU BUSINESS MEN
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I

JUST
Another car
.

Patent Flour.

(Fac-Simi-

The

Luxe Business Paper

nia Canned Fruits.
because by comparison you would find that COUPON CHASE & SANBORN'S
'Tea and Coffee.
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive-Jus- t
H. S. KAUNE & GO.
BOND
see
And
the
COUPON
today.
specify
difference. Let us show you samples.
Where Prices ar Bst
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
Fo Safe Quality.

R. F. ASPLUND
TALKS TO TEACHERS

RATES

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
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i
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KEG and BOTTLE BEER

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Airs. Warner

I

EfRMARK

y

DISTRIBUTOR OF

THE

inj

-

eesHENRY KRICKg--

j

pern

AND RETAIL.

1

FRANK M. JONES,

a

WHOLESALE

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - 16 Galisteo St.

Within Final Limit.

II. S.

-

HIIIHIIIIMIMIIII

Both Directions

vM

-:-

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

FINAL RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 31.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

Flour

Denver,
Pueblo,
Chicago,

....
....
....

St. Paul,
i
l'
t'rorK,
new

. .

--

TO-

$21.! 0 Colorado Springs,
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden,
51.85 St. Louis,
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . .

.

....

no? Atlantic
a.eo
City,

$18.15

40.00
47.35
66.45

79.35
Return limit, October
.

.

On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th.
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale-

CALIFOEUIA
Ue
$55.55
-

CC
O.OO

LOS ANGELES.

SAM DIEGO,

On

SAN FRANUSC0,
OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

1913.

Return limit, October 31st,

1913

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS

The program of the Institute at the
opening exercises this morning was
rendered with usual good cheer.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere and Mrs. Kath-erinPatterson were visitors during
the opening exercises and addressed
the teachers and also distributed
copies of the Bpeech of Colonel Hob-so- n
before congress on "The . Great
Destroyer", one of the strongest

FINE CANDIES

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

CA( CC
VrV'dd

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

CCfl CC

Return limit, August 31st.
30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
29.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.
ust
27,
28,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
Auf
RATES
TOURI5T
SUMMER
sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
For further particulars call on or address.

Dates of sale, June
Also on sale
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H. S. LUTZ,

Agt.,
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SANTA FE, N. M.
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VALLEY RANCH, iv.

Postoffloa
Second Cluas Matter at the Saata
Entered
The Santa Fo New Mexican ......... Published Dally
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

1

ivr.

Bronson M. Cutting

Condensed Statement

.
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SUBSCRIPTION
M.OI
12.51

by mall
Daily, six months, by mall
WaeKly. par yaar
Dally, per year,

11.01

FIRST

....President

.-

-- ....General

Stauffer
J. Wight Glddings
M.
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Are you tired? Need a rest after a famous Pecos river, the Hudson of
strenuous year's work? Here's the Xew Mexico.
Among the visitors this week might
place for you.
Want to have a good time in God's bo mentioned Mrs. A. M. Loomis, Mrs.
Want to fish? .1. II. Happer, Mrs. W. B.Latta, Mrs.
great
Ride horseback? Like good sport in Roxie Ixiomis, W. B. Latta and chauthe open?
ffeur, of Bl Paso, who are touring
Come to Valley Ranch, the Switzer-- New Mexico In their Winton Six. They
land of America, on the banks of the are all most enthusiastic In their

RATES
1141

-

S1JI

.H

--

it All

th e

of Today's Newo Today"

r Booklet

BANK

OF

the
SANTA

FE,

SEES IT

i

'o'. sons diseased, daughters invalided
for life, children foredoomed to blind-- I
ness, a steady pumping of poison into
the veins of the race, causing fully
half its sickness, suffering and death.
Instead of citing these in cold statis- '
hnvii hrnllirht thplll home
line It inlp-llin biting human experiences to the
very good little newly married wom
an next door, who, stupidly selfish in
happiher own seemingly secured
ness, .was the crudest of the "unco
guid" who stoned the .Magdalene back
to her sins.
It didn't, of course, because there
are limits which family magazines as
yet dare not pass; and also because
any reader with the gift of imagination didn't need to have the inevitable
sequel diagrammed.
Who can explain why good women
act that way ?
j

This tariff question is certainly a puzzler and about all that can be definitely determined from its workings are results.
Theoretically it presents arguments for and against that seem staggerand
unanswerable, and practical operation seems to be the only determing
ination for future building and understanding.
tariff measure will operate
The manner in which the
and the actual effect of it no one on earth knows, though u great many statesmen and those Interested in big enterprises think hey do. The best way
to ascertain results is to give a full swing. The Democratic party has it
all in their own hands to do as the leaders desire. Let them take the full
responsibility and then let the people judge from actual experience, and act
iu accordance with that knowledge.
Heretofore they have claimed they were handicapped because they did
not have full power to put through just the measure they wanted. Let them
have it now.
If free sugar will give us cheap sugar, then we want it. This applies
to every other article that is headed for the free list under the present bill.
at least,
Experience, has made, many of us doubtful, as some articles,
have not gone down by being "free."
For seven years it was
Coffee is distinctly a breakfast table article.
:: cents a pound from 1S70 to
taxed, 5 cents a pound from 18(55 to 1S70 and
1S72 In the last named year it went on the tiee list and has been there ever
to convince
since Has coffee been cheap under tree trade? It would be hard
what it used to cost.
anyone who buvs the article nowadays and remembers
as the
As a matter of statistics, coffee went up about 4 cents a pound as soon
1:1.34 cents during the period from 1S6
duty was taken off, having averaged
to 1S72 and 17.VS cents in the following seven years. The prices are the
wholesale quotation, of course.
This may be true of sugar, regarding which such a fight is being made,
Wilson-Underwoo-

praise of the Valley Ranch and Mr.

M.

Dempsey, of Cape Glrardon, Mo.,

Poison Again.
there is poison in potatoes? Yes, there is, according to a
London medical magazine. One of the
editors of this publication, or one of
the writers for it, has dissected and
analyzed the popular tuber, and found
that if a person eats enough of these
long established articles of diet
among rich and poor, in all civilized
lands he will get poisoned. The pois-crIs called salinine. I don't know
what that is or how it. acts or what it
was put in the universe for, but it. is in
Did you know

.

$1,164,992.15

here this week ,and says he is
from the "show me" state, but hasn't
been shown anything as beautiful as
is

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock
Surplus and Profits
Circulation
Deposits

Valley Ranch since he left home.
13-

-

VALLEY RANCH,

THE BYSTANDER

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
$ 656,035.37
Bonds and Securities
92,943.38
United States Bonds
70,000.00
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures..
45,916.93
Cash on hand and in banks
300,096.47

Latta greatly enjoyed fishing, return- ing to the ranch one day with a beau- tiful string of trout,

Free on Request

VALLEY RANCH,

AS
ONE WAY TO LEARN

NATIONAL

of
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Manager
Editor

Pally, per qaartta, by sjaH
Dally, ear aaarlea, by aantar
Weakly, sli mentka
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The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles

osz

4

$1,164,992.15

NEW MEXICO.

As made to

the Comptroller of the Currency
der his call for report for June 4, 1913.

cent In the drawer.
Of course noi,
editors never have any money.
The above act, the fact of a man
breaking into an editor's office to obtain money, would be adjudged insane
in the public opinion without a trial.
The finale is, however, but little
damage done to the safe, no loss incurred whatever, and a good lessou
taught, for its best to keep things lock
ed when a mur takes such chances in
broad daylight on a safe within six
feet of the sidewalk and the whole
end of the building glass.
Let others take warning likewise.'
Tucumcari News.

NO EXCITEMENT

$ 150,000.00
101,920.94
38,400.00
874,671.21

un-

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

IN

potatoes.
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Heat Is Quick to
Affect the Bowels

ROMANTIC

IS YOURS A

OTHER DAYS

!

HOW FULL

SHOWING

IS THIS

Fact that Extreme Heat;
Conduces to Chronic Constipation.
So many people are In the habit of
er.ting cold food in hot weather that
constipation is very common during.
summer.
It is best to vary the food
as. for ex-- i
and have some hot. things,
. . .i . ....
ii i.
mm
ana
noi
uieam,
soups
iish,
ample,
if that is to be the diet. Jced water
should be drunk sparingly.
In spite of all care people will be
and if you find
come constipated,
yourself in that condition you can get
immediate relief by the use of Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup PepBln. There is no
time of the year when you should be
more careful of constipation than In Baltimore, Md.. who uses it for con- the summer, for many of the serious stipatiou and now has her mother and
illnesses as well as the fatuities re- friends also using it. They now
sult from a clogging up of the bowels avoid drastic remedies i k e cathartics,
You also need general good health to tablets, purgatives, salt waters, pills
withstand the heat, and hence Syrup and such things. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is best to take because It con- Pepsin is mild and pleasant, and chiltains tonic ingredients Hint help to dren like it. You can obtain it of any
build up the entire system.
druggist at fifty cents and one dollar
users throughout
the a large bottle. Each bottJe must, do
Numerous
land will verify these facts, among what is claimed or your money will
them Mr. Ceorge C. Allen, 418 N. jbe refunded.
Families wishing to try a free
who re-Main St., Reading Mass.,
his realth completely afterjple bottle can obtain it, postpaid, by
using only two bottles; and Miss addressing Dr. W, H. Caldwell, ilS
Anna Schoff, 24fl s. Washington
St., Washington St., Monticello, 111.

MUCH, AND ONLY CHANCE

Montezuma
Ixdge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
communiRegular
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of each month at
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Case of "Nerves V9

OF

WEST

pains, nervousness all are symptoms of irrepjiarity
and female disturbances and are not beyond relief.
n

-- Dr.Herce

REVEALS IT.

WANTS

MASONIC.

Hot flashes, dizziness, fainting spells, backache, headache,
bearing-dow-

MEN WHO HAVE SEEN AND EXPERIENCED

Well-Know- n

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

OF ADDRESED TO WOMEN

STORY

Favorite
Prescription
is that of a

7: SO.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.

famous physician unusually experienced
in the treating of women's peculiar ailments. For
forty years it has been recommended to suffering
womankind. Thousands of women can bear witness
to its beneficial qualities. Perhaps its aid is all that
is required to restore to you perfect health and strength.
Now is the time to act, write Dr. R. V. Pierce's, Buffalo.
I AM NOW CURED

WANTKD
Mrs. A.

A
H.

competent, cook.

lieii'han.

FOR R ISN'T Furnished or unvr- tished looms. Call at New Slate Ofe

it,tiA&.
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modern house. Owner leaving town.
(By ('has. A. Dinsmore.)
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case of types in a little old printing
I take pleasure in rt'comn.i'iidinR your wonderful remedies, and
7:30 p. m.
New Mexico,
wish to say in behalf of your
office at Lakewood,
Prescription' and 'Golden
Medical Mscovery' chut tliroiiKh tlieir use am now cured of the
J. A. MASSIE,
where toiling away with the metals
various troubles that a womnn is
to. These remedies cured
Piano for Sale In first class condme when others f ailed and therefore rcsolvb to take Do oUter.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMA.V,
that print, smoking a corncob pipe,
1 thank you for your advice."
ition. Call between 2 and 4 p. m. 107
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mind's
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but with
eye alight
YOUR DRUGGIST CAN SUPPtY YOU
Washington avenue.
the past there stands the soldier of
IN LIQUID OR TABLET FORM
Fe
Santa
.1.
Commanflery
fortune, editor, printer, wanderer,
FOR
SALE One of the best
s, No. 1, K. T. Regular ranches ill
D. Roberts.
Tall, straight as an ar- Tesuiiie vulley. Terms to
conclave fourth Man-row, with kindly features and a mind ihad been accepting invitations
when
isuil. Apply New .Mexican.
s
in
each
month
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day
NO
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e owners w(,re
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corn-paApply New Mexican Printing
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gree. Ancient and Ac- - brick house southeast corner Capitol
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me when I saw Roberts standing at niis but when she saw the Don she
Cpted Scottish Rite of grounds. Mrs. (loo. M. Kinsell, Phone
TO VISIT SOUTH AMERICA
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The fertilizer costs slightly more than
and
which
for
the
forever
stands
best'
peaceful one I got into for more than
lected by the reserve association
one cent a pound, and is easily ap- favor of voting on the commission six
meets
Spitz Jewelry Stor
that is in me."
Pythias
if such a petition should bo
years."
are
plan
four
first,
the
presbanks,
appointed by
Rooms 1, 2 and S.
And that's Wood's printer.
plied.
every Monday
And then there was another a 4x6
ident of the United States and two
On her first cutting this year, Mrs. filed first. Since no such petition has
evening at 8 o'clock Phone Red 6.
sevand
Roberts
and
Villa,
showing
are to consist of the secretary of the
tons from been circulated several held that the
in
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 6
Hopkins took forty-thre- e
k.
Meeting
TAKE IT IN TIME
eral others, in battle array, but evi- twenty-sevetreasury and the secretary of agricul- P.
Hall over
'of
acres, over a ton and a other election should proceed. The
And
by Appointment
for
kodaker.
the
"This
PsinS
Kaune's store.
half to the acre. She more than paid rneeting was adjourned without an
1 was
1,1
me ra- wnen
was
as
Fe
Have.
Scores
of
Santa
Just
effected
and
without
ol
reserves
for her fertilizer from the first crop ganization being
All
practically in the hands
conteur stated "the only time I ever
If the president is rethe president.
of hay, and the effect of the acid takinr, nnv netlnn further rhnn that went
M.
Knights are most C. C.
loco.
no
was
That
place
plumb
doesn't
them-pay.
!
Waiting
several of those present pledged
sponsive to the will of the people he
phosphate will last for two years.
cordially Invited.
a
wiiiLtr
!.or
liio
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uul
man,
If
tins
and
SURGEON,
you neglect kidney backache,
will furnish that kind of control over
Mrs, Hopkins has proven the eff- selves to fight for announced princiA. P. HILL, C. C.
I went through all the stages.
in a ples in the ensuing election, If the en- on, and
V'rlnary troubles often follow.
credits. If he is a Taft kind a. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 3.
iciency of the acid phosphate
banking
9
Rooms
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
us
treat
did
good,
though,
pretty
Doan's Kidney Pills are for kidney
startling manner. And she has also suing election shall be to vote on the They
attended day or night.
even in Mexico.
But I wouldn't go backache, and for other kidney ills. of a president the majority of the
promply
of
dire
confounded certain
board would be responsive to Wall FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA,
liquor question.
prophets
OZFTICJE HOTJUS:
again. All Americans who happened
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
woe, who said that a woman had no
street.
During the discussion it was argu- in either army
Lodge No. 259, holds lti regular 9 to If a. m 2 to 4 p. m
7 to 8 p. m
revolution
the
during
v
Albino Ortega, ollege St., Santa Fe,
business on an irrigated farm. Carls- ed by some of the
each
of
on
!
the
first
Thursday
will
peo-meeting
It
no doubt surprise many
were very sorry when Madero was N. Mex.,
bad Argus.
says: "For several years Pie to learn that the excellent and month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m. ,)r;Ka",.d'To t'he Hon. Celso"
that, owing to the fact that a school killed, for we all liked him. He was
Lopez, may- my back and kidneys troubled me. It
election petition has just been filed,
time."
ahead
of
post system visiuus uromeis tue iuviiu buu wki or, who shall present said bids as
very successful parcel
his
many years
acwas
me
on
to
hard
do
for
Boy Thieves Caught.
'.hat the liquor election would in all
anything
which the government is now running come.
come here? Oh, gee, 1
"How'd
above stated. All bids will be plainA certain resident on South Fourth probability be
BENITO ALARID, President.
jc-loff until the don't know. Was knocking about, count of pains through my loins. The Is
the public almost as
ly marked on the wrapper "Bid for
street was finally successful one even- school election car; he held so that the out of a job there wasn't any war irai iiiutc uiuut?
iiuuuiu numr. .i,,.i.:, .1 .,
..v....,..., nr.,.. DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Construction of Band Stand," and will
ing the past week in catching,
liquor petition would not In the least except in the perpetual
Mexican My rest was broken by my Mney - rian,M hlve over.cImrged
for many
be unsealed and the contents publicly
ai lie
ODD FELLOWS,
one of a gang of boys whose jeopardize the school proposition. On
tviuiitr ocuicrtuiK luu licci).
and when I landed here
announced at the above named time,
years, l ne parcel post is already an
struggle
F.
O.
O.
No.
I.
were
now
tions
2,
and
and
then
on
scanty
the other hand, the same men argued j folmd tle progress needed a printer;
petty thieveries have been going
and place.
enormous money maker. It is cleanSanta Fe Lodg
scalded in passage. When 1 read
lor the past two summers. City Mar- that the commission election woubl a,i so rm just here. I don't
The right is reserved to reject any
at the rate of over
profits
up
ing
meets
about local people who had used
regularly or all bids.
shall Baldwin has received numerous
interfere with the school election neVe I shall resume the garb of
ot
a year. Nearly
8
o'clock
every Thursday evening at
that in the event it would be call-- i rhr again I have been a real 'sol Doan's Kidney Pills with good results,
CBLSO LOPEZ,
complaints from time to time from
.u
.,:vC1,
.c,
,(n odd PeI0Wg Ha,, visiting broth
residents in the southwestern part ed, the election o.i the liquor question dier of fortune' for many years, and I tried them. 1 found relief from the
Mayor.
'
.
Vr
.
always welcoma
., , x
of the city who have had their re- would not be set hack more than 40 I'm tired of it. Still, I do read the first and by the time I had used one tjeillilllVe
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.
Ul ,Hill J iuiiu,
JJilVlU .1.
box
was
free from pain. The and
my back
news of the 'war clouds' as they rise
frigerators systematically pilfered. He days. Roswell Record.
George .1. Kindell, of Colorado,
had located the guilty parties with
over the world, and I suppose after a kidney secretions stopped bothering have been laboring with Postmaster
'
In the Probate Court of the County
some degree of accuracy, but not until
few months of rational life I shall go me. I recommended Doan's Kidney General Burleson to get him to reduce
ayk
.
III
the past week was their identity un- NU
at it again; for after all it is rather Pills when they cured me and I can the rates. The law gives the post.-- j of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Juliana
humdrum coming in here at 8 in the speak just as highly of them now. mast general full power to do anyestablished. So conquestionably
SAYS
working till noon, then Whenever I feel out of sorts, I have thing he wants in the way of reducing Carrillo de Gonzales, deceased.
morning,
temptible and persistent had the practice become that careful watch was
again all the afternoon and the taken a few doses of Doan's Kidney rates or increasing efficiency and all To Whom It .May Concern:
London, June
Spree- - on,y
Verbal last will and testatment, of
possible PXCltement being to go Pills and they never fail to fix me
kept by the various residents bother- kels,
Mud do , to sjt down and sign an
who has been in London since
all right."
tQ the drug store for a bottle of pop
- Juliana Carrollo
de Gonzales, deceas
ed, with a hope of catching the thieves me
usefulto
executive
the
order
extend
. rii(1 h. flnv ,,...k For sale
ol me niomn ana saiiT
and prosecuting them as a severe les ed oegmmns for
Price 50 ,r,eSB Gf this public service. It is ed
by all dealers.
visit prior
a
Paris
short
for
was
when the loot
son for others. Only the fact that the j
going except cents.
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo hoped that Mr. Burleson may soon be
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to returning to New York on the once. We had been
fighting the Moros New York, sole agents for the United able to
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&
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25 .said:
spare time from patronage the 7th day of July, 191. at 10 o'clock
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through
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iniaiiico yivuauiy
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m
this
said
the
court
and
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subject
give
enough
long
the,a
day,
"English bankers with whom I have and brakes, ana ngnting every toot
greatly shocked to learn the truth, and talked
iCf said court, at the county
Court
TIME TABLE
are satisfied with the funda- nf tho M'av One (lav we battled lust i Remember the name Doan's and attention it deserves.
deeply humiliated by the publicity, mental soundness
House in the city of Santa Fe,'
tak.e no other'
In
of
conditions
rather
better
a
of
small
town,
outside
keeps their names from being made America, I am frank enough to say
How to check the exodus of the
Effective January 1st, 191 J.
has been appointed as the
"
and my com-public here. For the benefit of these that I believe all the real economic than the ordinary class,
.Missis- time and place for the hearing of obAmerican
farmers
from
the
around
to
was ordered
skirmish
LETTER
VEARS
boys, warning is given that a continu- factors are favorable to the contin pany
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to consippi valley and the Pacific coast to jections and approval of said verbal
itfcuviuh
to Ulti Ulliei Blue aim aiu
ation of their performances will not ued
nect with No. 3 westbound and
is
dedemand
is
Canada
a
which
of
and
said
testament
will
problem
last
nmcnarifv nf tho TTnirprl StQfoR line there. We crawled, creeped,
BEING DELIVERED
No. 10 eastbound.
only be given widest publicity, with ThprB
no wjtimate reason to fear ran any way to get there and sucing the serious attention of immlgra-- ceased
names, but the offenders will be placed a
M. A. ORTIZ,
The
tion authorities in Washington.
In America.
Shoull there be ceeded after a weary two hours. The
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Pottsville, Pa., June 20. A letter root of the trouble
where the delicacies of ice boxes will onepanic
to lie in
Clerk.
it will be the result of the spread battle was short here, for we m.
appears
addressed to Andrew Russell, to this the
not be on the regular bill of fare.
taxation system. Canada imof disquieting statements by financiers forced them just in time; and presBy V. I. ALARID, Deputy.
3 carries passengers to AlbuNo.
his
son.
written
Lieutenant
place,
by
Katon Range.
less burdensome taxes on imwith deliberate intent.
ently there was nothing to do but Henry C. Russell, while in Washing- poses
querque, locally, and to Pacific
while
United
the
States
"I have however, such confidence in return to our post. About half way ton, May 20, 1861, as an officer of the provements,
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Coast points.
Campbell Goes to Carrlzozo.
is penalized for developing
the courage and ability of President back we were relieved from duty for Washington
Call for Bids.
one of the the settler
Artillerists,
W.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conRev. J.
land. The remedy
the
and
Campbell, who has lived Wilson that I believe he will be able a time. I was dry, and began a
Improving
Notice is hereby given that sealed
of the "First defenders,"
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
untaxand is well known throughout New to crush any such deliberate attempt search for water. As I emerged from companies
has
in
been received
the will no doubt be found in the
proposals will be received by the may-No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
of Improvements as is done by nr
Mexico, has been appointed pastor of to foster a panic. 1 do not believe the a dense thicket I saw a big Moro with mail just the lieutenant's
ing
and citv council of the cllv of Sanwidow,
"Cut-off- "
with
the Carrizozo Methodist church by present tariff bill is detrimental to a child in his arms, running as if for deliveredby
in
Albuquerque
Commissioner
J.
Pastorizo
'lax
J.
(a Fe at 7:30 p m on the 8th day of
by regular carrier 52 years
ValPecoe
and
for
Clovis
train
Rev. J. H. Messer, presiding elder of the country. Although I am a Re- his life. I aimed
and
Texas
and the Minnesota
tax
carefully
1!U3 at tne councu cham-- i
A
being written. The son who
the Albuquerque district and left this publican and therefore a believer in brought him down without hurting after
ley points.
in the northwest. These are Der in the
mission
in
court,
house
the
to
wrote
the
it
whom
it
father
eounty
and
morning for that field of labor. Mr. protection, I feel that tariff revision the baby, which was about 5 years was
following the example of the Canadian clty ot Santa Vei for tne construction
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
addressed, are both dead.
Campbell was for a good while, a downward is necessary.
in
m.
and
the
authorities
government
old, a handsome little girl, daintly
of a reinforced concrete band stand,
Russel gave the letter
Lieutenant
member of the Oklahoma conference
Lnder the old system there were dressed, pure Spanish. I could talk tc a comrade, M. E. Richards, of Potts- - British Columbia.
with basement, to replace that now
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conLeave
where he did splendid work for his too many abuses In the way of con- somewhat of the language, and I
to mail. He overlooked it and
existing in the plaza of said city.
nect with No. 7 westbound carchurch. He came to New Mexico sev ferring benefits to speciail interests. searched out her name after some town,
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
missive was this week found in
Plans and specifications can be ex-rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
eral years ago and at one time was I believe the present bill when Dassed time, and with her in my arms prat- - the
an nlrl rnnt and immedifLtplv sent nn. working for you, for Santa Fe and amlned at the place of business of
4 eastbound.
e
the pastor of the Methodist church of will not deprive legitimate industries tling away we became very well
,etter contained a piece o tne tbe new state.
the city clerk between the hours of
this city. Mr. Campbell is also a bi proper protection."
Some of the other boys
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
quainted.
shirt worn by Col .Elmer
of
9 a. m., and 5 p. m., and copies
m.
IE. Ellsworth, who was shot and killed
same will be loaned to responsible
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conLeave
to
in
during a skirmish over the raising of
not
for
turn,
periods
parties,
a rebel flag at the Marshall Hotel, at
with No. 8 eastbound, and
nect
t
hours.
exceed
DISCHARGES
No. 9 westbound.
Alexandria, Va. The letter was in an
All bids must be made out on
IN
BELIEVED
excellent state of preservation.
blank forms provided for the pur-Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
HOURS
a. m.
pose, copies of which can be procured
It will not pay you to waste your
from the city clerk upon application,
Each Cap- - S
mile bears IMIDY
time writing out your legal forms
and must be presented to the conn-- ; Call
the
when you get them already printed
cil by the bidders or their agents at
at the New Mexican Printing
the above stated time and place, or
CAPITAL PHARMACY.
all dbi;ui;ists may be mailed in sealed envelopes
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F. ANDREWS OFFICIAL NEWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Help build up Denver by buying Denver bread.
BUT YOU CAN ORT JUST AS
THIS WILL HELP SANTA FE.

Are you for Santa Fe or Denver? Think

Pinnefto.i ANDREWS

V

fur-ipis- h

GOOD FROM OUR BAKERY AND

it over.

No Provision in
Santa Fe, X. M.,

Hon.

ft"11- -

.

M.

I, ear Sir:

have received your letter of the
INth inst., usking me to advise how
the expenses incurred in the transReportation of prisoners to the Stale
form School are to be paid, and sayis
ing that as far as you know there
no provision in the law for the payment of these expenses.
FRANK AV. CLANCY,
This question was submitted to me
Attorney General.
of
by Mr. M. W. Mills, then chairman
Reform
of
the
trustees
the board of
County Commissioner to be Named.
School, in October, 1900, and on NoAs soon as official proofs of death
folvember 2, 1900, I wrote him as
have been received by him, the gov
lows:
ernor will be called on to name a
for Rio Arriba
"1 am in receipt of your letter of the county commissioner
Jf'th ult., relative to payment of bills county to succeed Jose V. Yaldez,
for transportation of prisoners from commissioner from the third district,
the various counties to your Institu-- who ditd last Saturday of pneumonia,
tion. I am clearly of opinion that according to reports received in this
vou have no authority to pay such bills city. This action is provided for on
part of the governor by section
out of the appropriation for the
form School.
That appropriation is
In the office
for the support, and maintenance of '"ays: "If a vacancy occur
of the
said Xew Mexico Reform School,' and of district attorney, judge
or county
the transportation of prisoners cannot supreme or diHtrict court, .
"
be said to come under those cuimmss.uner, u.e guve
Iproperly
and
terms. It is quite obvious, also, when :such vacancy by appointment,
,.,.,
onmw sucn appointee shall hold office until
f
This
could ithe next general election."
the
that
legislature
priation,
would mean that the governor's apnever have intended that such expointee would hold until the election
penses should be paid from that small in 1914, when his successor would be
amount.
elected to serve for two years or un"I am unable to find any territorial til the 191fi election, when slate and
appropriation from which Biich ex- county officers will be elected.
Since the above was written Goverpenses can be. paid. The omission to
make any such appropriation is un- nor Wm. C. McDonald has appointed
doubtedly an oversight, due to the Sabino de Olivas to fill the vacancy,
fact that we have never had, hereto- the appointment to take effect
fore, any reform school ready to re- I

Prepa re Now!
NON-KIN-

K!

HOSE

RUBBER

is the best that can
be produced. It is
made by the Boston
Woven Hose& Rubber Co., the largest
in the world.
is a superior
moulded pure
Para Rubber.

1

j

I

Re-(th- e
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.,

ly

WRAPPED

7 -- PLY

DANDY

HOSE

Red Color

and a Popular
Seller

with

us for 5 years.
Fully Guaranteed and
an Extra Good
Quality.

Santa Fe Hardware

i

& Supply Co.

WALL STREET.

NEW OFFICIAL IN
LAKEWOOD BANK

Xew York, X. Y June 20. Professional traders took Hieir 'cue from
abroad today and declines of American securities in London were extend
ed here Cable advices indicated
ther uneasiness over political and
financial developments.
to
Bear traders were encouraged
resume operations by the indifferent
support for the market abroad. De
clines reach I to 2 points in many instances, although there was none of

Artesia, X. M., June 20. G. IT.
is now the cashier and active
head of the National bank of Lake- ........
, i.- - it.:
...
'
cuu.,., ; r x !,..,
driller casiner, navuig suiu uui, juca,
stock and barrel." The change came
at, a surprise to many, being fully ef- fected a few days ago.
Mr. Pearman has been at the head
of the bank for about six years, and
has made a really wonderful success.
This was true not only as a banker,
the active selling that characterized but as a man,
having the friendship
recent downward movements.
of every citizen.
During his incumPrices went off in orderly fashion, bency as cashier the matter of a canUnfavorwith intervals of dullness.
nery came up and. it was established,
able conditions in the copper industry largely through the efforts and energy
Q. SARGENT,
influenced the metal group adversely. of Mr, Pearman and that cannery toLack of definite information as to the day is out of debt, with a good quantiH. MENDENHALL,
Harrimau dissolution proceedings re- ty of supplies ahead for this year's
strained buying. Bonds were heavy., work. Mr. Pearman sold not only his
Some improvement over the low Interest in the bank, but his home
of the morning resulted when nnd household goods, and will remove
and
prices
in
the
remodelled
be
will
Oe
style
Spanish
The
Vargas
traders bought stocks to cover, but f lorn the section. The change was
the demand was not very persistent solely due to the fact that his children
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
and trading become extremely quiet have outgrown the local schools and
comall
and
the
baths
Many
private
papered.
he desired that they should have adon the rise.
hotel.
forts of a first-clavantage of better school facilities.
With the supply from foreign
Mr. Sellmeyer, the new cashier, is
cut off by competition of London
selling, which aggrgeated 20,000 shares from Glasgow, Mo., where for six
traders were obliged to bid higher for years he was with the Bank of Glaslie sold out about, a year ago
gow,
stocks and the market advanced.
Reading scored a full recovery, 'on' because of ill health, and came direct
t
the rest of the list came to a lul jto the Pecos valley, establishing
midway between the lowest of self temporarily at Roswell. Then he
came on down to Artesia, where he
the forenoon and yesterday's clone.
The market closed steady. Slight remained for some time. And then
pressure again showed in portions of he went to Lakewood, where he
list. The general run of stocks cure(j Mr Pearman's interest in that
retained the small earlier recoveries, i,ank. He is a keen business man, a
a hanker from long experience, and he
closing at declines ranging from
has wonderful faith in this country
point to 2 points.
both as to its agricurtural and hortiSole Agenti For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ROAD
THE PROPOSED
cultural possibilities, and as to its oil.
TO TAOS CERTAIN. This
latter, he believes, will amount
All kinds of flowers, arden & field seeds in bulk and packages
4LFALFA SEED.
to something wonderful and he looks
(Continued from page one).
for even more development soon than
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
is now forwarding.
for their activity and interest in the
E. C. Cook is president of the bank;
natter.
It is capJ. B. Roberts,
On motion a copy of the petition italized in
owns a handsome
$25,000;
Black
Phone
will be sent to all the chairmen of
Pbone Black
banking house and realty property,
r

fur-j"uu-

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS NOW

THE DE VARGAS
W.

j

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

W.

ss

him-abou-

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

se-th- e

j

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

2

f

grain

Santa

t.

LEO HERSCH

45

45

!

Hi

, .

long-hande-

the Law.
June 1!), IK 111.

ti. Sargent,
State Auditor,
Santa Fe, X

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, If your business

is about advertising, subscriptions or
cfive inmates. The appropriation tc job work, please call up "286." If
which you refer is (specifically for con- you wish to speak to the editor or give
veying prisoners to the penitentiary. any news, please phone "31 "
believe
I'nder these circumstances,
FOR SALK Ail kinds of building
thai this expense must be payable unii,t,r. 31 Galisteo street.
nn 4.jn. t.rlln, InriPaQ'B1 mid
from the expenses of the district '
It is an expense incurred in but remember he pays you for doing
courts.
'
consequence of a judgment and order so. Watch the daily specials.
A bath is twice
as invigorating
ol the district court, and as the legislature has made no special provision when you have a good
fcr its payment in any other way, it bath brush, with either straight or
must be that it is an expense properly curved handles, at Zook's.
Students of St. Michael's .college
chargeable to the court fund, created
f.s provided in Section 923 of the Com- thronged the outgoing trains today en
route to their various homes. Kight
piled Laws of 1S97."
I believe that you are correct in li ft on the early train on the Santa Fe"
30 were north-bounyour statement that there is no pro- and more than
vision in the statutes as to these ex- passengers on the D. & It. G. today.
Are You Watching Andrews' Specpenses, so that the situation remains
the same as it was when I wrote to ials in the .local column daily? If not,
Mr. Mills and what 1 wrote to him is you are losing money. Get wise.
FOR REXT Desirable suite office
still my opinion.
rooms in Capital City Bank building.
Yours truly,

New Filing Cases.
commission
The state corporation
lU putting in new Ming cases in the
vaults of that office, which are a much
needed addition to the equipment of
'that branch of the stale government.
The cases are of metal and will
safe keeping for the many valuable documents on record.

d

11.
Hayward, Mgr.
Scouts Regular meeting tonight at Scout rooms from 7 to 8
s
o'clock. The new suits, hats and
not yet called for will be ready
at Scout rooms. Be prepared to finish work on the boats. Request of

Joseph
Boy

leg-gin-

Scoutmaster.
Logan Berries, strawberries, .blackberries, raspberries, bananas, cantaloupes, tomorrow at Andrews.
Try our Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Almond Cream, nothing better can be
used on hands and face. Zook's Pharmacy.
Mrs. Turley's School Mrs. W. G.
Turley, of Webber street, lias returned from the ranch in the Espanola
valley, and will open her summer
school Tuesday, July 1. All scholars
who desire to attend will please notify her and make arrangements.
Fine Cucumbers 6 for 25c at Andrews.
furFOR REXT To gentlemen,
nished room, all conveniences, in CapB.
ital City Bank building. Joseph
Hayward, Mgr.
t
New Stanton Residence A.'
has just broken the ground for
the new eight room cottage that he
will build for Michael Stanton on the
corner of Don Gaspar avenue and
Carlton street. The new residence
and
will be of concrete foundation
built of brick, and to be finished
with all modern conveniences.
Tomorrow: 25c
Andrews' Sqecial
Bottle Ketchup, 20c; 15c Bottle Ketchup, 2 for 25c; 50c Bottle Ketchup,
Rein-gard-

15c.

Don't think of toilet soaps simpiy
as soap, but buy it because its cleansing as well as its delightful properties.

Our soaps will please yon. Zook's.
so
Why Does Andrews Advertise
much? Because he has everything
that is to be had in the eating line,
and must let you know it. It must be
sold.
W. T. Porter,
A Neat Publication
who was mentioned a day or so ago
as being here in the interest of the
extension work of the La Salle university of Illinois, is also a newspaper man, being the author and publisher of the Freight Rate Guide, a
neat and comprehensive compendium
of the subject indicated by Its name.
It is published in Denver, and has
proven of great convenience to railroad and shipper, as well as to corporation commission.
Asparagus, cucumbers, lettuce, parsonions, radishes soup
ley, green
spinach,
bunches, peas, wax beans,
beets, turnips, carrots, cauliflower,
squash, rhubarb, cabbage, tomatoes,
wax onions, tomorrow at Andrews.
HARVESTER

COMPANY
ANTI-TRUS-

(Continued

HEARING.

from page one).

AND TRANSFER
COMPANY SOLD

A BIG

AT

DISCOUNT

TAILORED
owing to an overstock.
'AND
DRESS HATS greatly reduced in
I
A deal was consuniated
9
today
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
ON
which R. J.. Crichton and his asso- price.
Don't
11), 20 and ?5 per cent discount.
ciates acquired the Interest of Mr. am
to get prices before purchasing
forget
Mrs. Kinsell in the Santa. Fe Luint-celsewhere.
Mr. Crichton
& Transfer company.
will consolidate his present lumber
and coal business with the Santa Fe
Lumber & Transfer company thus
forming one of the largest and strongSOUTHEAST CORNERPLAZA.
r

MISS A.

est concerns

in

the state

in

this line

The active management
of business.
will be in the hands of Mr. Crichton.
Mr, Kinsell, the retiring manager,
will devote his time for the present to
collecting the accounts of his company and after this is done plans to
engage in some other line of business
in Santa Fe.
'

PELKEY

with basement, to replace that
in the plaza of said city.
Plans and specifications can be examined at the place of business of
the city clerk between the hours of
of
9 a. m., and 5 p. ni., and copies
same will be loaned to responsible
parties, in turn, for periods not to
t
hours.
exceed
All bids must be made out ,on
blank forms provided for the v
copies of which can be procured
from the city clerk upon application,
and must be presented to the council by the bidders or their agents at
the above stated time and place, or
may be mailed in sealed envelopes addressed to the Hon. Celso Lopez, mayor, who shall present said bids as
above stated. All bids will be plainly marked on the wrapper "Bid for
Construction of Band Stand," and will
be unsealed and the contents publicly
announced at the above named time
and place.
The right is reserved to reject any
or all bids.
CELSO LOPEZ,
Mayor.
FACTJNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.
g

forty-eigh-

RESUMED.

REHEARING

PGLER

Calgary. Alberta, June 20. Testimony of persons active in the promotion of the prize fight which resulted
in the death of Luther McCarty here
May 24 was continued when the hearing of Arthur Pelkey who is charged
with manslaughter was resumed today.
Dr. Merritt, an expert surgeon who
assisted Dr. H. H. Moshier at the autopsy on the body of McCarty, testified today that the clot of blood found
on the brain was only a few hours
old; that it had caused almost instan
taneous death and that the only mark
on the body which could have caused
the clot was the contusion on the
right side of the jaw.
Counsel tor the defense declared
that TJr. Merritt was contradicting
evidence given by medical
experts
yesterday. Dr. Merritt declared that
none of the cases referred to yesterday is applicable to that of McCarty.

See Johnson
The Roof man

NOTICE. TO CONTRACTORS.
Call for Bids.

Notice is hereby given that sealed
proposals will be received by the mayor and city council of the city of Santa Fe, at 7:30 p. m. on the 8th day of
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
July, A. D., 1913, at the council chamber in the county court house in the
AND SANTA FE
city of Santa Fe, for the construction ALBUQUERQUE
of a reinforced concrete band stand,
(Montezuma Hotel)

For Leaky Roofs

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-6-

Day or Nijfht Phone,
Next Door to Postoffice.

130 Main.

Now In

PEONIES

Season

RED, PINK AND WHITE.
Phone 12.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

INDIAN MOTORCYCLES

GRIDE MACHINES

1st PAYMENT

F. 0. B. DENVFR

LIST PRICE
$210.00
260.00
285.00
335.00

At Much Less
Down Than LOW

Single Cylinder, Regular
Twin Cylinder, Regular
T. T. Two Speed, . .
T. T. Two Speed, . .

Model
Model

Single
Twin

$128,00
168.00
188.00
268.00

Alt Eqipped with Cradle Springs, Fore and Aft.

eminent representatives toward him
and the company.
The financier and former partner of
the late J. P. Morgan had been under
cross examination all forenoon and
had been dismissed without redirect
examination when he was surrounded
by newspaper men and others.
"What has been the matter of constant amazement to me has been the
discourteous attitude the government
has maintained toward me since the
beginning of the trial," he declared.
"From the first I expected that the
government would call me as a witness and I was never so surprised in
my life as when the government
closed its case without calling on me.
The only course then left to me was
to go on the stand of my own volition
and the moment I took the stand the
prosecutor warns me that anything I
may say be used against me in a
criminal suit which may follow.
"One would think from the attitude
of the government that where we
went a blight followed, while on the
contrary, wherever we have gone the
land has bloomed and we have increased the compensation of our laborers in the foreign field 32 per

ties of Taos, Rio Arriba and Santa Fe
counties.
The meeting then adjourned, sub SUSPICIOUS CHARACTER
ESCAPES THROUGT AIRSHAFT.
ject to call of the chairman, Mr. Gus- Colorado Springs, Colo., June 20.
dorf.
C. H. Walters, alias Walter Bure, escaped from the city Jail last night by
RECEIVER ALLOWS CLAIMS
AGAINST DENVER ROAD. climbing 70 feet through an air shaft
Denver, Colo., June 20. Claims ag tc the roof, where he pried open a
gregating $200,000 out of $220,000 trap door and made his way to the
Walters
against the Denver, Northwestern & street through a corridor.
Pacific Railroad company were allow- was arrested on suspicion of being im- cent."
ed by Harry C. Riddle, referee in the plicated in numerous rooming house
Mr. Perkins said he would return
to New York.
receivership, according to a report robberies here.
submitted today to District Judge G.
W. Allen.
Claimants were given to ARMY AVIATORS WILL
BURSTING DRUM KILLS
GO TO HONOLULU.
j
ONE AND INJURES FOUR.
July 1 to file protests.
San Diego. Calif., June 20 Three
St. Louis, Mo., June 20. One man
The total claims involved in the re
but all nrmy officers. Lieutenant Brereton. was killed and three women and one
teivership were ?19S,7iS.43,
failed subsequent to the appointment Geiger and Goodair, 15 mechanicians man were injured here today when
cf a receiver were transferred to the and four biplanes will leave for Hono- a revolving drum on the second floor
United States court where a receiver lulu July 5, according to statements of the Premier factory of the Rice-Stimade today at the army aviation
dry goods company, burst.
ship petition is pending.
school on North Island.
Orders to
this effect are expected daily from the MAN RISKS LIFE
BIG IRRIGATION PROJECT
TO SAVE KITTENS.
NEAR DENVER OPENED. war department, carrying out the plan
Denver, Colo., June 20. James G.
Denver, Colo., June 20. Sixty thou announced months ago.
Webster risked his life today and
sand acres adjoining Denver were
was Beriously burned when he rushed
brought under ditch today with the FLORIDA STORM DAMAGE
HAS BEEN REPAIRED. into a blazing house to rescue an anthrowing open of the Antero irriga
gora cat and kittens. He succeeded
Several hundred ' per
tion project.
Jacksonville, Fla., June 20. Re- in saving the kittens but the cat was
sons participated in the ceremonies
at which Governor E. M. Ammons de- ports from all parts of the state to burned to death. The house was parlivered the principal address and re day show no additional loss of life as tially destroyed.
leased the water into the main canal.. a result of Wednesday's storm which
The participants left in automobiles centered near Tallahassee, where one SIOUX CITY WOMAN
KILLED IN AUTO ACCIDENT.
at 2 o'clock after luncheon at the au- negro was killed. Wire communicaSioux City, la., June 20. Mrs. Richditorium for the headgate of the main tion, which was partly demoralized,
ard Lauman, wife of a prominent citicanal where the ceremonies were held. has been restored.
zen of Wayne, Neb., was killed when
Later a tour of the district irrigated
Work for the New Mexican. It Is her automobile turned turtle while the
was made. Henry L. Doherty and F.
W. Frueauff of New York, participat working for you, for Santa Fe and family was returning to Wayne from
Sioux City last night
the new state.
ed in the celebration.
,

PANAMA HATS

SANTA FE LUMBER

LOCAL ITEMS.

PROVIDED: Your order is In by July 1st, 1913, the agreement
will be cash down as listed under "payment," and the balance at
$20 a month until paid for. If you can make more on payments or
Ask for a catalog
less, there are special propositions for each.
anyway and see for yourself.

Remember, the First of July.
Be Glad to Explain

"kirk;'
Phone

1

38

J

-

Come,

Will

lO-bis- tt

Phone 72 J

,

III

I

Vou'll find yourPiA the rest in the bankself in the best of company your troubles
a
lighter your purse neavter if you buy
of
those
and
the
throng
happy
join
Ford
-

in

x

who Know car comfort plus service satisfac-

tion.
More than 275,000 Fords now in service
convincing evidence of their wonderful
merit. Runabout, $525; Touring Car, $600:
Town Car, $800 f.o.b. Detroit, with all
equipment. Get interesting "Ford Times"
from factory. Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
s
Hardware Co., Agt.
Company.
Wood-Davi-

WOOD-DAVI- S

Phone

HARDWARE CO.

14. "If It's Hardware We Have It."

Phone

14

GET BUSY)

PAINTING DAYS ARE HERE1 It Is a mistaken notion

that you must paint your house white If you use white lead. You can
have any tint, any shade, and It lasts if you get It at your RELIABLE
HARDWARE STORE. Their white lead, linseed oil and pigments are
pure. As to their ready mixed paints, they are fresh; they sell too many
to keep them from one season to another nuf sed.
As to their paint brushes, no matter what you pay for them, they
are healthy, I mean they haven't got the mange their hair sticks. Take
my tip before brightening up talk paint to

Your Reliable Hardware Store.
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